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ABSTRACT 

The role of vacation homes with respect to public 

lands and specifically public recreation facilities is an 

important aspect to be considered in land use planning. In 

this study an evaluation has been made of the use of nearly 

2,000 vacation homes and the impact of this use on the 

adjacent public recreation resources in the White Mountain 

area of Arizona. 

Questionnaires were mailed to a stratified random 

sample of 600 vacation homeowners with homes located in the 

White Mountain area. Three land tenure strata were used: 

(1) owners of homes on the Fort Apache Indian Reservation, 

(2) owners of homes on the Apache and Sitgreaves National 

Forests, and (3) owners of homes on private land. The 

purpose of the questionnaire was to determine the socio

economic characteristics of vacation homeowners, their 

recreation activity participation patterns, and their typical 

patterns of use at public recreation areas. A recreation 

activity booklet or "leisure log" was mailed to each 

respondent returning an acceptable questionnaire. The 

recipients of the leisure logs were asked to keep a record 

of the use of their vacation home each month during the 

study period. This record included the specific days of 

use, the amounts and types of outdoor recreation activities 

xiv 
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in which they, their family and guests participated, and the 

public recreation areas that were visited. The leisure 

logs were recalled at the end of each month. 

In general, the vacation homeowners were found to 

be an older but well educated and affluent segment of 

society as compared to the general population of Arizona. 

Some differences, however, were also found among the three 

land tenure classes in mean levels of age, income, and 

education. These differences were helpful in explaining 

deviations in recreation activity participation patterns 

and overall use of the vacation home. 

Although many reasons were given for purchasing a 

vacation home in the White Mountains, the natural amenities 

of the area were listed by all three land tenure classes as 

the most important reason. Water-based recreation oppor

tunities were listed by all land tenure classes as the 

second most important reason. Thus, it was concluded that 

the maintenance of a quality environment must be given prime 

consideration in all public and private land management 

planning decisions affecting the White Mountain area. 

The actual use of the vacation home was found to be 

about one week per month during the summer recreation 

season, with most of the use occurring on weekends and 

holidays. Some differences in mean days of use were found 

among the land tenure classes, with the homeowners on Indian 

lands making the greatest use of their homes. In all cases, 
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the expected or typical amount of use of the vacation home 

was overestimated by homeowners prior to the start of the 

summer season. Differences in the time profiles of use 

were also found among the land tenure classes. 

No differences in recreation activity patterns were 

shown among the land tenure classes. Fishing was ranked by 

all land tenure classes as the most popular activity. 

Hiking was ranked as the second most popular activity by 

the Forest Service and Indian land tenure classes while golf 

was listed by the private land tenure class. 

While a positive rank-difference correlation was 

computed for all three land tenure pairings of recreation 

activity participation patterns, a rank order correlation 

test showed some differences in recreation area visitation 

patterns. In general, it was found that the choice of 

public recreation areas is more dependent on location and 

opportunities provided than on whether the areas are on 

National Forest lands or Indian lands. 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Problem Development 

The rapid expansion in the United States of the 

recreational use of forest wildlands since 1946 is the 

result of increasing levels of income, leisure, mobility, 

and population. "The demand for outdoor recreation is 

booming today as is obvious to anyone evenly modestly 

familiar with the situation." This is the opening state

ment of Clawson and Knetsch (1966) in Economics of Outdoor 

Recreation. The nation as a whole has responded to this 

increased demand for outdoor recreation. Thus, new state 

and federal agencies have been created and action on the 

federal, state, and local levels has been initiated to 

alleviate the problems resulting from the phenomenal growth 

in the demand for outdoor recreation. 

One of the most important factors affecting the 

demand for outdoor recreation is population. The population 

of the United States is increasing rapidly but the State of 

Arizona is experiencing a population growth that is nearly 

double that of the nation. The population of Arizona was 

1,752,000 in 1970 and is expected to reach over 3,000,000 

1 
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by 1985 (Arizona Outdoor Recreation Coordinating Commission, 

1967, p. 5). 

As pressure continues to grow on public recreation 

facilities, more and more people appear to be turning to 

privately-owned recreation residences. Recent figures from 

the National Association of Real Estate Boards indicate 

that nearly two million Americans now own a seasonal home, 

and 200,000 new seasonal homes would be built annually by 

1970 ("Builders Fish Profits from Man-Made Lakes," 1967). 

Other sources (Ragatz, 1969) estimate that over three million 

families, or five per cent of all families in the United 

States own vacation homes. 

Arizona ranks high in the use of summer homes and is 

presently undergoing a boom in the vacation home industry. 

Digges (197 0) has concluded that Arizona is ideal for leisure 

home locations—regardless of recreational preferences. The 

White Mountain area, located in the East-Central part of the 

state, is one area which has enjoyed considerable leisure 

home development. Most of the vacation homes in the White 

Mountains are located on private land adjacent to the Apache 

and Sitgreaves National Forests and adjacent to the Fort 

Apache Indian Reservation. A considerable number of homes, 

however, are located both on the Indian reservation and on 

the national forests. All indications point to an increase 

in the construction of summer homes in the area. As new 

areas are set aside for summer home development, increasing 
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demands for public recreation facilities may be made by the 

summer home occupants. 

Some pressure on the public recreation resources by 

the summer home occupants is already being felt. According 

to Harold W. Harper, Recreation Staff Officer for the 

Sitgreaves National Forest, in a letter dated May 17, 1970, 

the Sitgreaves and Apache National Forests are the focal 

point for summer home occupants. He described the Show Low 

and Lakeside areas as "the bedroom for the National Forest 

and the Fort Apache Indian Reservation." Even though most 

of the summer homes are located on private land, the Forest 

Service has altered its recreation programs to accommodate 

the summer home population. Because of the presence of large 

numbers of vacation home occupants in the area, such 

facilities as hiking trails, guided nature walks, and snow

mobile trails are being provided near the summer home 

communities. Campfire and visitor information service 

programs, especially programmed for summer home occupants 

and their guests, are being planned. In addition, the 

Forest Service has retained access and is providing recrea

tional facilities at Show Low Lake and Woodland Lake. These 

areas are predominantly used by vacation homeowners. Mr. 

Robert Bates, Recreation Staff Officer of the Apache National 

Forest, has stated, in a letter dated February 9, 1970, that 

bridle trails are being planned to accommodate the demands 
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of the vacation home community near Greer on the Apache 

National Forest. 

The White Mountain area is a rapidly growing and 

complex recreation area offering a variety of outdoor 

recreation opportunities. The principal agencies providing 

public recreation are the U. S. Forest Service and the Fort 

Apache Indian Tribe. Private developers and local counties 

and towns play a less important role in providing public 

recreation facilities. 

Although recreation research has increased sub

stantially during the last decade, the role of privately-

owned recreation residences has been generally overlooked. 

Very little was said about privately owned recreation 

residences in the Outdoor Recreation Resources Review 

Reports. However, the impact of vacation home occupants on 

a recreation area has been described by Wolfe (1964) as 

follows: 

The striking element they form in any landscape 
when they are seen in numbers; the stabilizing 
effect they have on the otherwise notoriously 
unstable recreation industry; the social problems 
that sometimes result when they are intermingled 
with tawdry commercial establishments in urbanized 
summer resorts; the political implications of the 
struggle for representation on rival councils by 
city-dwelling summer cottages—all of these and 
many other questions merit thoughtful considera
tion (p. 217). 

Fine and Werner (1960) conducted a mail survey of 

cottage users in Wisconsin to determine the importance of 

private cottages in terms of the number of people involved 
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and in terms of money spent. The sampling frame was 

constructed from lists of cottage owners provided by electric 

utility companies in Wisconsin. Although the sampling frame 

was biased, it was estimated that there were in excess of 

55,000 private cottages in Wisconsin in 1959. However, no 

attempt was made to determine the amount of use of the 

cottage by owners or guests. 

In 1967, the U. S. Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 

contracted a study to determine the present and potential 

role of vacation homes in the northern New England states. 

The study covered three states and a random sample of 4 65 

vacation homeowners were interviewed at their vacation 

home. The main goals of the New England study were to 

evaluate the economic impact of vacation homes on local 

areas, to assess the impact of vacation homes on public 

outdoor recreation resources and facilities, and determine 

the extent to which recreation facilities at vacation homes 

supplement public outdoor recreation opportunities. Although 

an indication of the recreation activities of vacation home

owners was obtained through recall of activities of the 

previous week, a quantification of activities and use of 

recreation facilities was not made. 

In 1969, another government report, entitled Second 

Homes in the United States, revealed the presence of 1.7 

million second homes in the United States. This report was 

a joint effort of the Departments of Commerce (U. S. Bureau 
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of the Census) and Agriculture (U. S. Forest Service) and 

was nationwide in scope. One of the main goals of this 

effort was to gather information relating to the demands 

placed on the Nation's natural resources in terms of 

requirements for building materials and construction sites. 

Thus, much of the information obtained from the 311 inter

views was related to a description of the second homes and 

their location. 

Ragatz (1969) conducted a broad study of vacation 

home ownership in which he attempted to determine the extent 

of change of residential location, its distribution in 

space, and its implications for regional theory and economic 

development. In his study Ragatz developed a verbal model 

which describes the extent to which the country's population 

is seasonally distributed. 

Tombaugh (1970) attempted to aid planners in 

Michigan by providing needed information about existing and 

probable future vacation home locations. The main objec

tives of the report were to describe the location of 

existing vacation homes in Michigan and to determine which 

socioeconomic characteristics of households owning vacation 

homes are associated with these locations. The data for the 

report were generated from a mail questionnaire and were 

used to identify combinations of resources that will likely 

receive the heaviest pressure from the development of vaca

tion homes in the future. No attempt was made to identify 
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the types of outdoor recreation activities in which such 

families participate. 

All of the preceding studies investigated various 

aspects of the vacation home market. Some were nationwide 

in scope while others were confined to a specific region or 

to a single state. Thus, it becomes difficult to apply some 

of the findings to a specific recreation complex or even a 

single National Forest. It has been shown that a vacation 

home community can have a far-reaching impact on the recrea

tion resources of a given area. Yet, the magnitude or 

direction of this impact is often unknown. 

It would be very helpful to a public or private 

recreation planner to know the impact that vacation homes 

have on a total recreation complex. However, little is 

known about the types of recreation activities participated 

in and the amount of participation at public recreation 

facilities by vacation homeowners. A knowledge of the 

patterns of the allocation of recreation time by summer home 

occupants would be useful in estimating present and future 

use of public recreation facilities. Also, the extent to 

which recreation facilities at vacation homes supplement 

public outdoor recreation opportunities is unknown. An 

understanding of this relationship would aid in assessing 

potential recreation demand for public recreation facilities 

by summer home occupants. 
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A knowledge of the socioeconomic characteristics of 

vacation home residents would also be helpful in predicting 

the amount and type of recreational activity that will be 

demanded. And, if more was known about the characteristics 

of the people most likely to become vacation homeowners, a 

better evaluation could be made of the potential demand of 

residents of nearby population centers for vacation homes. 

Problem Statement 

At the present time, thousands of individuals and 

families own vacation homes in the White Mountains of Arizona 

and the construction of vacation homes is continuing at an 

increasing rate. The problem is to determine the present and 

potential impact of summer home development and use on the 

White Mountain recreation complex. 

Objectives 

The objectives of the study are: 

1. To determine the socioeconomic characteristics of 

vacation homeowners in the White Mountains and to 

identify the operational variables (reasons) influ

encing summer home acquisition. 

2. To determine if a relationship exists between the 

decision to purchase a vacation home and the presence 

of certain public recreation facilities in the White 

Mountain area. 



To determine the public recreation facilities used 

in the White Mountain area by the general public 

and the vacation home occupants and the relative 

proportion of use by each group. 



CHAPTER II 

METHODS AND TECHNIQUES 

The Study Area 

The study area is located in east-central Arizona 

and includes the southernmost portion of Navajo and Apache 

Counties. The general location of the study area and the 

approximate boundaries are shown in Figure 1. The White 

Mountain area is located approximately 200 miles from both 

Phoenix and Tucson and can be reached via paved state high

ways. Two small airports and a bus line also serve the area. 

The area is especially attractive to outdoor recrea-

tionists. The topography, geology, and vegetation of the 

White Mountains create the scenic splendor for which it is 

famous. Most of the area is forested and elevations range 

from 7,000 feet to over 10,000 feet. Numerous rivers and 

streams can be found in the area as well as an abundance of 

lakes, both natural and man-made. The White Mountains offer 

climatic relief from summer heat along with a wide variety 

of outdoor recreation opportunities. Hiking, camping, 

picnicking, fishing, and hunting are examples of outdoor 

recreation activities that can be enjoyed during the summer 

months. Ice fishing, snow skiing and other activities are 

available during the winter months. 

10 
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The White Mountain area of Arizona includes portions 

of the Sitgreaves and Apache National Forests, and the Fort 

Apache Indian Reservation with the remaining land in private 

ownership. Summer homes are present on both National 

Forests. In addition, approximately 70 0 summer homesites 

have been developed for leasing on the Fort Apache Indian 

Reservation. However, the largest proportion of summer home 

development has taken place on private land. 

Although some summer homes are located in isolated 

areas, most of the new summer homes are located in well 

defined subdivisions. Large tracts of forested land have 

been subdivided and country club estates or "wildland 

suburbs" have been created. Entire communities of elegant 

summer homes, complete with swimming pools, golf courses, 

and tennis courts, have arisen bordering the National 

Forests and the Fort Apache Indian Reservation. 

The Sample 

For purposes of this study, a vacation home is 

defined as a permanently located dwelling whose primary 

purpose is recreation. The owners must have some other 

primary place of residence and must not be gainfully 

employed in the area where the vacation home is located. 

The terms second home, seasonal home, recreation residence, 

and summer home may occasionally be used in reference to a 

vacation home as defined above. Housetrailers, campers, 
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tents, mobile homes, seasonally rented commercial cabins, 

motels, and lodges were specifically excluded from the study. 

Although mobile homes could be considered as vacation homes, 

they were excluded from the study for several reasons. 

Mobile homes, whether permanent or temporary, are 

considered as trailers by the State of Arizona and must be 

licensed from their county of origin. Thus, they are not 

considered as, or taxed as improvements on the land and were 

not included on a list of residential homes supplied by the 

Arizona Department of Property Valuation. Thus,"it was 

almost impossible to account for mobile homes and, because 

of limited money and manpower, it would have been very 

difficult to include this type of dwelling in the sampling 

frame. 

Using the previous definition of a vacation home, it 

was then necessary to construct a sampling frame that was 

representative of the population of vacation homeowners in 

the White Mountain area. Only owners of vacation homes 

located in the study area that were previously constructed 

and were able to be used during the 1970 season were included 

in the study. A complete list of 380 lessees of vacation 

homesites was obtained from Fort Apache officials for homes 

located on the reservation. A list of 96 vacation home 

permittees for homes located on the two National Forests was 

supplied by Forest Service officials. The remaining homes 

werw all located on private land and were composed of 
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recreation residences as well as the homes of permanent 

residents of the area. To complete the sampling frame, a 

complete list of all residential homes and owners in the 

study area that were located on private property was pro

vided by the Arizona Department of Property Valuation. 

A thorough and systematic examination of this list 

was then made to discard all homes that did not meet the 

requirements of a vacation home. First, all homes located 

in the City of Show Low were omitted. Show Low City 

officials stated that there were no vacation homes located 

within the city limits. Then, with the help of personnel 

from the towns of Eager, Springerville, Pinetop, and Lakeside 

as well as local real estate agents and the Justice of the 

Peace, additional permanent residents were removed from the 

list. Also, a comparison was made between the address 

listed in the tax records and the actual location of the 

home. If the two locations were identical, it was assumed 

that the residence was a permanent home and thus was removed 

from the list. Eventually, the list of recreation residences 

and owners located on private land was reduced to approxi

mately 1,500. 

A pretest questionnaire was mailed to a stratified 

random sample of five vacation homeowners located on Forest 

Service land, to ten vacation homeowners located on the Fort 

Apache Indian Reservation, and to twenty-five vacation 
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homeowners located on private land. Of the forty question

naires used in the pretest, nineteen were returned in usable 

form. 

Based on the response rate of the pretest and esti

mates of the variance of the age, income, education, and 

occupation variables obtained from the pretest data, it was 

determined that a sample size of 600 would be necessary to 

provide reliable information at the 5% level of signifi

cance. It was anticipated that there would be differences 

among the socioeconomic characteristics of the three land 

tenure groups and that these might be associated with differ

ent patterns of use of the vacation home and with differing 

recreational activities. Thus, stratified random sampling 

was used to increase efficiency (Cochran, 19 67) by minimizing 

variance within land tenure strata and maximizing variance 

among land tenure strata. The 600 questionnaires were 

divided among the three land tenure strata using optimal 

allocation. 

Data Collection 

Questionnaire 

Information relating to the vacation homeowners' 

socioeconomic characteristics, their past and present 

recreational activities, and other supporting data were 

obtained through the use of a mail questionnaire. As a 

result of the pretest, it became necessary to alter the 
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questionnaire. Thus, the nineteen questionnaires from the 

pretest had to be discarded. 

On March 17, 1970, questionnaires were mailed to the 

permanent addresses of 600 vacation homeowners. A copy of 

the questionnaire is presented in Appendix A. A cover letter 

and a self-addressed, stamped envelope was enclosed for 

return of the questionnaire. 

The 600 questionnaires were distributed among the 

three land tenure groups as follows: 91 to Forest Service 

vacation homeowners, 97 to lessees located on the Fort Apache 

Indian Reservation, and 412 to vacation homeowners on private 

land. This represented 90%, 26%, and 28% of the Forest 

Service, Indian, and private homeowner populations, 

respectively. Table B-l in Appendix B shows the response 

rate to the mail questionnaire. 

Nonrespondents to the Questionnaire 

As a result of the original mailing and two addi

tional follow-up mailings to the nonrespondents, a total of 

389 usable questionnaires were obtained. This represented 

a 65 per cent rate of response. In order to obtain an 

estimate of the socioeconomic characteristics of the non-

respondents, an attempt was made to contact 125 non-

respondents in the Phoenix and Tucson metropolitan area. 

The contacts were made by telephone during the month of 

August, 197 0. The sample was restricted to the Tucson and 
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Phoenix metropolitan area because people in the Tucson area 

could be reached by a local call. A trip to Phoenix was 

made to telephone the other nonrespondents within the calling 

area. 

From the original list of 125 nonrespondents in the 

Phoenix and Tucson areas, a total of 25 partially usable 

questionnaires were obtained. This sample was biased because 

the nonrespondents were reached by telephone. Thus, any non-

respondent without a telephone or with an unlisted number 

would be excluded. Also, due to economic restraints, no 

attempt was made to reach those nonrespondents outside of 

the Tucson or Phoenix metropolitan areas. Nevertheless, 

some useful information regarding the nonresidents was 

obtained from this effort. 

The results of the 25 partial questionnaires obtained 

from the telephone interviews are shown in Appendix C. For 

purposes of comparison, selected socioeconomic characteris

tics of the 25 nonrespondents were compared to the same 

socioeconomic characteristics of the 38 9 respondents of the 

mail questionnaire. Because of the small sample size of the 

nonrespondents in each land tenure class compared to the 

original respondents, meaningful statistical tests could not 

be applied to detect differences between the original 

respondents and the sample of nonrespondents. However, 

based on a visual comparison of the distributions of the 

selected socioeconomic characteristics of the three land 
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tenure groups, the nonrespondents in each land tenure group 

did not appear to be different from the respondents in 

comparable land tenure classes. Thus, it is assumed that 

there is no difference between the respondents and a sample 

of the nonrespondents and the 389 original respondents are 

viewed as representative of the entire vacation home popula

tion. 

Leisure Logs 

In order to obtain information about the recreation 

activity patterns of the vacation homeowners, a recreation 

activity booklet or "leisure log" was mailed to each 

respondent to the questionnaire. A facsimile of the leisure 

log and a copy of the cover letter are included in Appendix 

A. The leisure logs were recalled at the end of each month 

and a new leisure log, along with a postpaid envelope for 

the return of the old leisure log was mailed to the 

respondent. The first leisure logs were sent out for the 

month of May, 197 0 and were continued through the month of 

October, 1970. 

Briefly, the respondents to the mail questionnaire 

were asked to keep a record of the use of their vacation 

home. This included the number of family members and guests 

using the home, the specific days of use, the amounts and 

types of outdoor recreation activities participated in, and 

the public recreation areas that were visited. The main 
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advantage of using recreation activity booklets or diaries' 

is that the respondent does not have to rely upon memory to 

report his activities during the recreation season and it 

provides the opportunity to follow the same group of indi

viduals, observing their pattern of recreation activity, 

over an entire season. 

Since information derived from the respondents to 

the leisure logs will be extrapolated to the entire vacation 

home population, it is essential to establish whether or not 

these respondents are representative of the vacation home 

population. A comparison of the distributions of four socio

economic characteristics of respondents and nonrespondents 

to the leisure logs is presented in Appendix C. Where 

2 sufficient data were available, a x test for independence 

was run for each land tenure class and each major socio

economic characteristic. 

2 
For the age of the head of the household the x 

values computed for Indian, Forest Service, and private land 

tenure classes were less than the table value with three 

degrees of freedom. Similar tests for income and education 

2 for the private land tenure class resulted in calculated x 

values less than the table value with four degrees of 

freedom. All of the above tests were calculated at the 5% 

2 level of significance. In all cases the calculated x value 

was less than the table value. Thus, the null hypothesis of 
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no difference between respondents and nonrespondents to the 

leisure logs is accepted. 

2 It was not possible to run a valid x test for 

income and education for the Indian and Forest Service land 

tenure classes because of a lack of data in certain cells. 

Although it would have been possible to combine adjacent 

columns to obtain the required number of expected observa

tions, this would have defeated the purpose of the test. 

From a visual comparison of the distributions (Tables C-5, 

C-6, C-7, C-8) it does not appear that there are large 

differences between the respondents and the nonrespondents 

to the leisure logs for the education and income variables. 

Based on these results, it is assumed that the 

respondents to the leisure logs are representative of the 

vacation homeowners who responded to the mail questionnaire. 

It had previously been assumed, based on comparisons of 

respondents and nonrespondents, that the respondents to the 

questionnaire were representative of the entire vacation 

home population. Therefore, it is assumed that the 

respondents to the leisure logs are also representative of 

the entire vacation home population and information obtained 

from this group can be extrapolated to the entire vacation 

home population. 
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Field Surveys 

In order to determine the proportion of use at public 

recreation areas that originated from the summer home popula

tion, it was necessary to conduct a survey of users at a 

number of public recreation areas both on the Indian Reserva

tion and on the National Forests. In addition to finding out 

what types of public recreation areas were most frequently 

visited by vacation home occupants, it was desirable to know 

something of the time profile of their use. This could be 

helpful to recreation land managers responsible for setting 

up recreation programs. 

The overwhelming majority of all public recreation 

facilities in the White Mountains are located adjacent to 

water. Thus, sampling was limited to developed and un

developed water-oriented recreation areas. Since it would 

be impossible to sample all recreation areas in the area, 

the public recreation areas were stratified into ten groups 

based on the following criteria: 

1. Type of managing agency—U. S. Forest Service or 

Fort Apache Indian. 

2. Degree of accessibility and distance. 

3. Presence of a lake or stream (river). 

4. Proximity of the area to a vacation home community 

(Hawley Lake or Greer). 
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The basic objective of the survey was to estimate the 

proportion, p, of use at public recreation areas by vacation 

home occupants. Due to cost and time limitations, it was 

decided that forty sampling days would be used, including the 

periods June 27 through July 26 and August 15 through 

September 7. These periods included the Labor Day and Fourth 

of July holidays. 

It was expected that the proportion of use attribu

table to summer home occupants, could vary considerably 

between weekend days and weekday days. Because of the lack 

of a prior estimate of p, it was decided to allocate the 

sample days on a 50-50 basis between the weekend days and 

the weekday days. This same ratio had been used by Van Doren 

(1960) in a water-based recreation study in South Dakota and 

by King (1965) in a Michigan family camping study. Thus, the 

time period from June 27 through July 26 contained eleven 

weekend sampling days and eleven weekday sampling days. The 

remaining eighteen sampling days were allocated to the 

second time period, nine weekend days and nine weekdays. 

Because of a lack of a prior estimate of variation 

among strata the sampling days were allocated equally among 

the ten strata. Thus, each stratum was sampled on four days, 

two weekend days and two weekday days. However, it was also 

decided that no area would be sampled on consecutive days. 

Rather than choose the days on which sampling was to be done, 

two days per week were chosen as nonsampling days from among 
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the weekday days using a table of random numbers (Brunk, 

1965). The remaining weekend days were numbered from one to 

twenty. Each weekend day was then assigned to one of the ten 

strata through the use of the same table of random numbers. 

Specific areas within a stratum were also numbered in 

consecutive order. Once a stratum had been chosen for a 

given day, the table of random numbers was again reentered 

to determine the specific area that would be sampled. The 

process was repeated for the weekday days subject to the same 

restrictions. A complete list of areas and the days they 

were sampled is included in Appendix A. 

The interviewer stationed himself at the entrance or 

exit of the recreation area and interviewed all people 

leaving the area during the sample day. They would be asked 

whether or not they were owners or guests of a vacation home 

in the area and if so, whether the vacation home was located 

on Forest Service, Indian, or deeded land. The number of 

visitors in the group was also recorded. A complete descrip

tion of the on-site interview procedure at one and two 

entrance areas is contained in Appendix A. 



CHAPTER III 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE VACATION HOMES AND OWNERS 
IN THE WHITE MOUNTAIN AREA 

Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to present a composite 

picture of the vacation homeowner population of the White 

Mountain area. This will be accomplished through a descrip

tion and comparison of various selected socioeconomic 

characteristics of the vacation homeowners. In addition, 

an overview will be presented of the recreation residences 

by land tenure groups. Descriptive comparisons will be made 

of the value of the homes, their age, and the year of 

acquisition. 

A knowledge of certain socioeconomic characteristics 

of the vacation homeowners is essential to public land 

managers and recreation planners. An accurate description 

of the age distribution, income, education, and occupation 

of the vacation homeowners will give public land managers 

a better insight into the types of people they must plan for. 

Ragatz (1969) has suggested that certain socio

economic characteristics may influence vacation home 

consumption. These included age, education, occupation, 

family size, etc. He also suggested that a statistical 

model could be constructed which would predict vacation home 
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ownership. Tombaugh (1970) has found that the age, income, 

and occupation of the head of the household of the vacation 

home were associated with the location of the vacation home. 

He suggested that information concerning these variables may 

be helpful in allowing planners to predict future trends in 

vacation home locations. 

The socioeconomic variables that were selected for 

inclusion in this study were those that were (1) of value to 

the land managers for decision making purposes; (2) useful 

for comparisons with other studies, i.e., Ragatz (1969), 

Tombaugh (1970), and the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 

(1967); and (3) comparable to data in the 1970 Census for 

purposes of model building and prediction. 

The Study Area 

While vacation homes are located throughout the 

White Mountain Area, the majority of the homes are located 

near the towns of Pinetop, Greer, Show Low, and Springer-

ville. Most of the homes are easily accessible by paved 

roads. In addition, it should be noted that the largest 

summer home communities are directly adjacent to the 

Sitgreaves or Apache National Forests and the Fort Apache 

Indian Reservation. The fact that additional summer home 

development will not be permitted on the National Forests is 

often used as a selling point by the local realtors. 
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The locations of the permanent residences of the 

White Mountain vacation homeowners are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Permanent Residence of Vacation Homeowners 

Standard Error 
State Per Cent of Estimate 

Arizona 92.8 1.31 

Phoenix 48.5 2.53 
Tucson 20.0 2.03 
Other Arizona 24.3 2.17 

California 2.3 .76 

New Mexico 2.3 .76 

Texas .6 .39 

Nevada .3 .27 

Other States 1.7 .65 

Even though the majority of the owners reside in the 

Phoenix-Tucson metropolitan areas, a small proportion of the 

owners do reside in the neighboring states of California, 

New Mexico, and Nevada. With a majority of the occupants of 

vacation homes originating in Arizona, it might be expected 

that future vacation homeowners would also come from within 

the state. 



Characteristics of Vacation Homes 

The number of vacation homes in the White Mountain 

area is estimated to be nearly 2,000. However, only the 

homes that were constructed prior to 1970 and available for 

occupancy are included in the study. As was mentioned 

previously, the number of homes on Forest Service land will 

not increase, but the number may decrease in the future if 

it is decided that the land is needed for public recreation. 

Also, the Forest Service has been actively attempting to 

disassociate itself from summer home developments through 

land exchange programs. The Pinetop area (White Mountain 

Summer Home area) was originally on National Forest land but 

has since passed into private ownership through a land 

exchange program. According to a letter, dated May 17, 

1970, from Mr. Harold W. Harper, Land Uses Staff Officer for 

the Sitgreaves National Forest, 

. . . When permit holders sell their improvements, 
their permit is nontransferable and is cancelled 
and a new permit issued to the buyer for the 
remainder of the permit period. 

. . . all outstanding permits in the Lakeside 
Summer Home Area will expire in 198 6, but may be 
renewed for 10-year intervals indefinitely, pro
vided the land is not needed for a higher type 
public use. There are no new recreation residence 
sites planned for the future on the Sitgreaves 
National Forest. 

The biggest increase in summer home development is 

now taking place on private land. Additional summer home 

areas are also being made available on the Fort Apache 
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Indian Reservation. Hawley Lake Summer Home Area was the 

first development on Indian lands. An additional summer home 

area, Hondah, has also been developed on the Reservation. 

Age of the Vacation Homes 

An estimate of the number of vacation homes in the 

White Mountain area over time by land tenure groups can be 

seen in Figure 2. As can be seen from the graph, the number 

of vacation homes on Forest Service land has not increased 

since 1960. This is due primarily to a restrictive Forest 

Service policy. The increase in the number of vacation 

homes on the Fort Apache Indian Reservation from 1960 to 

1965 is due primarily to the construction of Hawley Lake and 

the adjacent summer home development. This can be seen even 

more readily in Figure 3 which shows the per cent of homes 

in each age group by land tenure classes. Vacation home 

development on private land as shown in Figure 2, has shown 

the greatest increase, especially in the last ten years. 

This may have been caused by a number of factors. The demand 

for summer homes is probably influenced by income, leisure 

time, population, and the desire to escape the urban environ

ment. All of these factors and others have been increasing 

and will continue to increase in the future. The apparent 

increasing demand for vacation home sites has been met to a 

small degree through consolidation and land exchange programs 

carried out by the U. S. Forest Service. 
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The length of ownership of the vacation homes by 

various land tenure groups is shown in Figure 4. By com

parison with the data showing the age of the home in Figure 

3, it can be seen that most vacation homeowners who built 

their homes still own them. Thus, speculation probably is 

not a primary reason for purchasing a vacation home in the 

White Mountain area. 

Assessed Value of the Vacation Homes 

The assessed value of the vacation homes and the 

land was obtained from public records in Navajo and Apache 

Counties. Table 2 summarizes the assessed values^" of the 

homes by land tenure classes. A more detailed breakdown is 

shown in Appendix C. 

Table 2. Market Value of the Vacation Home 

Value in Dollars 
Land 
Tenure $6,000- $10,000-
Class 0-$5,999 $9,999 $14,999 > $15,000 

Indian 45% 48% 5% 2% 

Forest Service 64% 31% 5% o% 

Private 26% 36% 25% 13% 

1. In Arizona, property is assessed at 18% of 
market value. 
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For homes located on private land/ the value of the 

home plus the value of the land is included. For homes 

located on Forest Service land or Indian land, only the 

value of the home is recorded. It was expected that higher 

valued homes would be built on private land since the owner 

holds title to the land. The data appear to support these 

expectations. However, since the value of the land is not 

included in either the Forest Service or Indian categories 

and the possibility of considerable variation between 

individual assessors, the conclusion may not be completely 

valid. 

Selected Socioeconomic Characteristics of 
Vacation Homeowners 

Age 

The age of the head of the household was measured. 

A knowledge of the age distribution of the vacation home 

population is useful to planners and land managers. Age may 

act as a constraint to certain types of recreation 

activities. It also gives an indication of the stage of 

the family life cycle. Age of the head of the household in 

addition to retirement status may also be helpful in 

explaining the amount of time spent at the vacation home. 

As expected there were differences in the age distributions 

of the three land tenure groups, with the Forest Service 

group being the oldest (Figure 5). 
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Since leases for homes on National Forest lands are 

renewed on a ten-year basis and in some cases on a yearly 

basis, few young buyers are willing to purchase a vacation 

home without title to the land. Thus, very few homes are 

sold on Forest Service land and they tend to remain in the 

hands of the original owners for long periods. In addition, 

Forest Service summer homes have been in existence for the 

longest period of time. Hence, Forest Service lessees 

dominated the over-65 age group. 

The other large deviation comes in the 3 6-45 age 

group with vacation homeowners who hold leases on Indian 

lands dominating the category. This is probably a result 

of the opening of the Hawley Lake summer home area in 1960. 

At that time, additional Forest Service leases were non

existent and private land was expensive compared to a lease 

on Indian lands. High priced deeded land was probably 

purchased by older and wealthier individuals. Thus, an 

attractive lease arrangement with few restrictions may 

account for the large number of lessees on Indian lands in 

that age group. 

2 A contingency x test for independence (Appendix C) 

was run between the land tenure groups and the age of the 

2 
head of the household. A calculated x value was found 

2 
to be greater than the x table value at the 5% level of 

significance with 8 degrees of freedom. As expected, age of 
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the head of the household was found to be associated with 

land tenure class. 

A "t" test (Spurr, Kellogg, and Smith, 1961, p. 265) 

was used to detect differences in the mean age between each 

of the three pairs of land tenure classes (Table 3). No 

difference was found at the 5% level of significance with 

210 degrees of freedom between the mean ages of Forest 

Service and private land tenure classes. However, a dif

ference between the mean ages of the Forest Service and 

Indian groups was found at the 5% level of significance. 

Thus, the Forest Service and the private groups were found 

to be older, in general, than the Indian group. 

Table 3. Age of the Head of the Household of the Vacation 
Home 

Land Tenure Class Mean 

Age in 

Mode 

Years 

Standard 
Error Sample Size 

Indian 52.4 60 1.40 72 

Forest Service 58. 2 70 1.26 76 

Private 55.5 60 .71 240 
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A comparison was made between the distribution of 

age of the head of the household for each land tenure class 

and the age of the heads of the household for the State of 

Arizona. A Kolmogorov-Smirnof (K-S) test (Bradley, 1968) 

showed a significant difference at the 5% level for all land 

tenure classes. Thus, the age distributions of each land 

tenure class of vacation homeowners was found to be different 

from that of the age distribution of the State of Arizona. 

Income 

The total family income of the vacation homeowners 

was measured. Income is usually correlated with occupation, 

age, and education. It is an important variable because a 

certain minimum level of income is usually necessary for 

entry into the vacation home market. A knowledge of the 

income distribution of the vacation homeowners is helpful 

to land managers in anticipating recreation demands associ

ated with more affluent groups. It may also be helpful in 

explaining and predicting the amount of use of the vacation 

home. Income may have a positive or negative effect on the 

use of a vacation home. While a higher income may free the 

wife from employment, the additional expense of owning a 

vacation home may force the husband to work additional hours 

to meet that expense. 

A difference among the income distributions of the 

various land tenure groups was expected. It was anticipated 
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that the highest income levels would be dominated by those 

who owned vacation homes on private land. The results 

substantiated these expectations. The income distributions 

of the land tenure groups is shown in Figure 6. It can be 

seen that the owners of vacation homes on private land are 

predominant in the over $30,000 category. The owners of 

homes on private land have to make a larger investment since 

they must purchase the land. Also, the more expensive homes 

are located on private land in exclusive country club type 

developments. A relatively high income is usually necessary 

to purchase a home in these areas since deed restrictions 

imposed by the developers usually result in a more expensive 

home. At the other end of the scale, the lessees on Forest 

Service land tend to have a lower income. This can be 

explained in part by the high proportion of retirees (78%) 

in that land tenure class. 

2 
A x test for income with 10 degrees of freedom 

(Appendix C) revealed a table value less than the calculated 

value. Thus, a significant difference was found at the 5% 

level of significance. 

The mean family income of the vacation homeowners is 

shown in Table 4. A "t" test showed no significant differ

ence at the 5% level for the mean income of the Indian and 

private groups. However, a significant difference was found 
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Table 4. Mean Family Income of Vacation Homeowners 

Income in Dollars 

Standard 
Land Tenure Class Mean Mode Error Sample Size 

Indian 16,820 17,500 841 64 

Forest Service 13,963 15,000 954 69 

Private 17,952 12,500 736 211 

between both the Forest Service and Indian groups and the 

Forest Service and private groups. The mean family income 

for all three land tenure classes was much higher than the 

mean family income of $8,744 for the State of Arizona which 

was reported in the 1970 Census (U. s. Bureau of the Census, 

1973), In addition, a K-S test showed a significant differ-

ence between the income of families in the State of Arizona 

and all three land tenure classes. In all cases, the income 

distributions of the land tenure classes were to the right 

of the income distributions for the State. 

Education 

Another important variable that is closely related to 

income and age is education of the head of the household. It 

would be expected that education would decrease with age and 

increase with income, Because of the expected high levels of 
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income of the vacation homeowners, it was also expected that 

2 
the level of education would also be high. A x test for 

differences among the levels of education of the three land 

tenure classes showed no difference at the 5% level of 

significance with 10 degrees of freedom. 

The high level of education in all land tenure 

classes should be noted. This is especially true in the 

post-graduate category (16+ years of school). This can be 

readily seen in Figure 7. Of the respondents 50%, 42%, and 

37% of those owning homes on Indian, Forest Service, and 

provate land, respectively, had attained a level of educa

tion equivalent to four years of college or more. The State 

of Arizona, according to the 197 0 Census (U. S. Bureau of 

the Census, 1973), had only 12% of the general population of 

age 25 or older with four years of college or more. 

The average educational levels of the vacation home

owners is shown in Table 5. 

A "t" test showed no difference between the mean 

level of education of the Indian and Forest Service home

owners at the 5% level of significance. However, a differ

ence was found between both the Indian and private and the 

Forest Service and private land tenure groups at the 5% level 

of significance. 

This high level of education may be important to 

planners and developers in determining what type of recrea

tional and cultural activities would be desired by the 
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Table 5. Educational Level of the Head of the Household of 
the Vacation Home 

Education in Years 

Standard 
Land Tenure Class Mean Mode Error Sample Size 

Indian 14.8 >16 .37 68 

Forest Service 14.5 >16 .38 75 

Private 13.8 14 .22 226 

vacation home residents. It would also be helpful to the 

Forest Service in preparing their campfire and interpretive 

programs. Material at a level commensurate with the educa

tional level of the vacation home population should be 

I provided. 

Occupation 

Occupation is an important variable to measure 

because it has a direct influence on the amount of time that 

is available to be spent at a vacation home. Certain occupa

tions, such as teaching, may allow the individual to spend 

the entire summer at the vacation home. Other occupations 

may only allow the vacation homeowner access to the home on 

vacations and/or weekends. 
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The type of work that a person does may also be 

related to the sociability of the vacation home population. 

If a person works in an environment where there is a great 

deal of social contact, he may prefer recreational activities 

of a solitary nature. The converse may also be true. Also, 

a person who has an occupation that requires little physical 

activity may prefer outdoor recreation activities of a more 

strenuous nature. This, however, must be qualified by age, 

income, and taste. 

Occupation, of course, is related to income and 

education. It may also give an indication as to the type 

of education received. A knowledge of the occupations of 

the vacation home population is useful to land managers 

because it may give some indication as to the types of 

recreational activities in which vacation homeowners are 

most likely to participate.^" It may also be a good indi

cator of the time profile of use of the vacation home. 

Occupations did not differ among the three land 

2 
tenure classes. A x test with 12 degrees of freedom 

(Appendix C) showed no significant difference among the 

land tenure groups at the 5% level of significance. As can 

be seen in Figure 8, managers and professionals dominate in 

all three land tenure classes. This was expected due to the 

1. Previous studies have shown variation in 
participation rates in various activities among occupation 
classes (Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission, 
1962) . 
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high income and education levels of all of the land tenure 

2 classes. A x test also showed a difference existed between 

the distribution of occupations for individuals sixteen years 

of age and older in the State (197 0 Census) and each of the 

land tenure classes at the 5% level of significance. 

A knowledge of the retirement status of the vacation 

home population is very necessary in accounting for the 

amount of time spent at the vacation home. It was expected 

that a high percentage of the vacation homeowners would be 

retired. The results of the survey substantiated this 

expectation. The percentage of retired vacation homeowners 

is shown in Figure 9. Since retirement is a function of 

age, the high percentage of retirees on Forest Service land 

is not unusual. As noted previously, owners of homes on 

Indian land dominated the lower age categories and they are 

also the lowest in retirement percentage. Because of the 

rather large variation in retirement status among the land 

tenure groups, a difference in the amount of time spent at 

the vacation home by the owners in various land tenure 

classes would be expected. 

The amount of time spent at a vacation home is 

partially a function of the amount of leisure time of both 

the husband and the wife. Figure 9 also shows the per cent 

of families that have the wife employed. A fairly high 

proportion of the families surveyed owning homes on 

private land and on Indian land had the wife employed. 
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The additional income may have made it possible to enter and 

remain in the vacation home market. However, if both the 

husband and wife are employed, this could result in a 

decreased use of the vacation home by the family because of 

less family leisure time. 

The number of children in a vacation home family, 

which is a measure of family size, may be related to the 

amount of use of the vacation home. The presence of 

children may also be related to the type of activities the 

family participates in and hence the types of facilities 

demanded. The age of the children may also be an important 

factor in determining the amount of use of the vacation 

home. It was found that only 10.3%, 10.8%, and 4.5% of the 

families with homes on Indian, Forest Service, and private 

land respectively, had children less than six years old. The 

distribution of families by land tenure class and number of 

children is shown in Figure 10. It can be seen that families 

with no children less than 18 years of age predominate in all 

land tenure classes. This was expected due to the age 

distribution of the vacation homeowners. However, grand

children, nieces, nephews, or friends of the family with 

children may be frequent guests at the vacation home. 

Summary 

In describing the vacation home families of the White 

Mountains, it can be said that they are usually residents of 
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the State residing in either Phoenix or Tucson. The head of 

the household is middle-aged with a fairly high family income. 

The educational level of the head of the household is also 

high as he is most likely to be a college graduate employed 

as either a professional or as a manager. Retirees, however, 

make up a substantial portion of the population. Because of 

their age, the families do not usually have any children 

less than 18 years of age. 

There were some differences found in the socio

economic characteristics of the heads of the households 

among the various land tenure groups. However, the differ

ences were not consistent among various pairs of land tenure 

classes. Occupation was the only variable where no differ

ence was found among all land tenure classes. 

The vacation homeowners are a very well educated and 

affluent segment of society compared to the rest of the 

State. Because they have chosen to own a second home for 

recreational purposes, they have indicated that they may 

desire different forms of outdoor recreation activities than 

the general public. Thus, the two land managing agencies, the 

Forest Service and Fort Apache officials, may have to recog

nize the outdoor recreation needs of an increasing number of 

people which may be different from those of the general 

public. For example, the Forest Service may find it 

desirable to provide campfire and interpretive programs near 

the vacation home communities. They should, however, be 
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presented at a level equal to that of the education and 

experience of the vacation home population. Forest Service 

officials have indicated they believe such facilities as 

hiking, bridle and snowmobile trails have a great appeal to 

vacation home residents. With improved access and road 

maintenance, the use of the vacation homes in the winter is 

expected to increase. Thus the recreation season may be 

extended far beyond the summer months. 

The vacation home population has been recognized as 

an important part of the White Mountain community. As their 

numbers increase along with increased use of the vacation 

homes, their impact on the public recreation facilities will 

become more apparent. In the following chapter an attempt 

will be made to examine the behavior of the vacation home 

population in terms of outdoor recreation activities and to 

delineate the types of outdoor recreation facilities used by 

these people. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE USE OF VACATION HOMES AND THE ADJACENT 
OUTDOOR RECREATION FACILITIES 

Introduction 

In this chapter the behavioral patterns of the 

vacation home population are examined in terms of their use 

of second homes and the adjacent recreation facilities in 

the White Mountain area. The types of recreational 

activities pursued by the vacation homeowners and their 

guests are described for each of the three land tenure 

strata and any differences which may exist among land 

tenure strata are identified. These activities will then 

be measured in terms of time and location in the White 

Mountain area. To help accomplish this, it will first be 

necessary to examine the backgrounds of the vacation home

owners in terms of their previous recreation experiences in 

the White Mountain area. All of the above information will 

be obtained from either the mail questionnaire or the 

"leisure logs" or a combination of both. 

Use of the White Mountain Area by the Present Vacation 
Homeowners Prior to the Acquisition of a Home 

The number of years the White Mountain area was 

visited prior to the purchase of a vacation home, a measure 

of familiarity with the area, may be related to the 
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recreational activities of the owners and their decision to 

purchase a home. Familiarity with the area would certainly 

affect where the home would be purchased and possibly the 

type and location of recreational activities. On the 

average, the owners of vacation homes had visited the White 

Mountain area about seven years prior to the purchase of 

their second home. The average number of years of visiting 

the White Mountains prior to the purchase of a second home 

is shown in Table 6. 

Table 6. Number of Years of Visiting the White Mountain 
Area Prior to the Purchase of a Vacation Home 

Number of Years 

Land Tenure Class Mean Standard Error Sample Size 

Indian 5.1 .94 73 

Forest Service 7.4 .93 76 

Private 8.5 .48 240 

A "t" test showed no difference between the mean 

number of years of visiting the White Mountain area prior to 

the purchase of a vacation home for the three pairs of land 

tenure classes at the 5% level of significance. 

It can be concluded that most vacation homeowners 

were fairly familiar with the White Mountain area prior to 
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the purchase of their home and vacation homes were seldom 

purchased without previous knowledge of the area. 

Another variable which may be related to the decision 

to purchase a vacation home is the type of lodging used while 

visiting the White Mountain area prior to purchase. This 

variable could be important for two reasons. First, as 

public outdoor recreation facilities become more crowded, the 

desire to "avoid the crowds" by owning a home in the woods 

may become more intense. Secondly, as campers increase in 

age, "roughing it" may lose some of its appeal to the warmth 

and security of a vacation home. From the results of the 

questionnaire, those vacation homeowners who had stayed over

night in the White Mountains were divided approximately 60/40 

between permanent shelter and some form of camping. A 

complete breakdown of the various forms of lodging by land 

tenure classes is shown in Figure 11. It is difficult to 

generalize as to the association of the type of lodging used 

with the decision to purchase a vacation home. However, it 

is interesting to note that a relatively high percentage (40 

per cent) of vacation homeowners in all land tenure classes 

had previous camping experience in the White Mountain area. 

It had been anticipated that visitors to friends who owned a 

vacation home in the area could be an important factor. 

However, only 11 per cent of the respondents who had stayed 

in the White Mountains overnight stayed with friends in a 

vacation home. 
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Another variable that was measured was the type of 

recreational activities in which vacation homeowners partici

pated in the White Mountain area prior to the purchase of the 

vacation home. The vacation homeowners in each land tenure 

class were asked to list the types of recreational activities 

in which they now participate. No attempt was made to 

determine the rate of participation. Rather, an attempt was 

made to identify any differences in present versus past 

outdoor recreation activities among the land tenure groups 

that may be associated with the purchase of a vacation home. 

Figures 12, 13, and 14 show the proportion of vaca

tion homeowners that participated at least once in certain 

recreational activities both prior to the purchase of a 

vacation home and during 1969. The results for the three 

top activities both prior to purchase and presently by each 

land tenure class is summarized in Table 7. 

Fishing is by far the most popular recreational 

activity in the White Mountain area among all three land 

tenure classes. In fact, fishing has increased in popu

larity, as more respondents do it now, in all land tenure 

classes than did prior to purchase. Camping was also a very 

popular activity among vacation homeowners prior to the 

purchase of their vacation homes. The popularity of camping 

as shown in Figures 12, 13, and 14 substantiates earlier 

findings which showed that approximately 4 0 per cent of the 
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Table 7. Recreation Activities of Vacation Homeowners Prior to the Purchase of 
Their Home and Presently 

Land Tenure 
Class 

Recreation Activities (Per Cent) 

First Second Third 

Prior Present Prior Present Prior Present 
Sample 

Size 

Indian Fish—68.5 Fish—89.0 Camp—28.8 Hike—58. 9  Hike—20.1 Hunt—28.8 73 

Forest Service Fish—84.2 Fish—85.5 Hunt—31.6 Hike—35.5 Camp—26.3 Hunt—31.6 76 

Private Fish—80.8 Fish—88.3 Camp—22.1 Golf—34.2 Hunt—21.7 Hunt—23.3 240 
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vacation homeowners used campground accommodations before 

they purchased their vacation home. 

Hunting and hiking are the most popular activities 

behind fishing and camping that were enjoyed prior to the 

purchase of a vacation home. Both of these activities 

require a fair amount of physical activity that would 

usually be associated with younger persons. However, both 

hiking and hunting rank high in all land tenure classes as 

activities which are presently enjoyed by vacation home

owner s. 

As expected, camping is virtually absent as an out

door recreation activity for present vacation homeowners. 

For owners of homes on Indian, Forest Service, and private 

land, camping is enjoyed by 0 per cent, 2.6 per cent, and 

5.8 per cent of the owners respectively. The presence of 

any camping activities by vacation homeowners in the White 

Mountain area may be attributed to fishing and hunting trips 

into the back country. 

The greatest deviation of present activities from 

prior activities among the land tenure groups is golf, which 

was listed as the second most popular activity among vaca

tion homeowners on private land. This comes as no surprise 

since two of the largest private vacation home complexes in 

the area are centered around golf courses. Thus, with the 

exception of golf, the most popular recreational activities 
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are still dependent for the most part on public lands and 

facilities. 

From Figures 12, 13, and 14, it can be seen that for 

all land tenure groups and for all activities except camping, 

there has been an increase in the number of vacation home

owners who participate in outdoor recreation activities after 

they bought their vacation home than before they bought the 

home. 

If the percentage changes between prior and present 

activities for all 14 activities and three land tenure classes 

are compared (Tables C-18, C-19, and C-20) there is only one 

decrease in present participation in an activity by a land 

tenure class out of 14 possible decreases for each land 

tenure class. By applying the sign test (Bradley, 1968, p. 

174) for the median difference with n = 14 at the 5% level of 

significance, we must reject the hypothesis that there is no 

difference between the past and the present levels of activ

ity of the land tenure groups. 

Thus, it appears that this segment of the population 

is now placing even heavier demands on public recreation 

facilities in the White Mountains than before they purchased 

their vacation homes. 

The vacation homeowners were also asked to indicate 

which recreation areas they visited prior to the purchase of 

their home and which recreation areas they now visit. All 

responses were categorized in the strata described in Chapter 
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II based on the type of managing agency, and degree of 

accessibility and distance, presence of a lake or stream, 

and the proximity of the area to a vacation home community. 

From Figures 15, 16, and 17, there are no obvious 

differences in visitation patterns at selected recreation 

areas among the land tenure classes. Most owners of homes 

on Forest Service land visited Forest Service recreation 

areas rather than Indian recreation areas both prior to and 

after purchase of the vacation home. Owners of homes on 

Indian land and private land, however, tended to shift their 

use from Forest Service areas to Indian areas after the 

purchase of their vacation home (see Tables C-20, C-21, and 

C-22), 

Perhaps the best indication of patterns of use of 

recreation facilities of the vacation home population can be 

seen when the individual changes by recreation area strata 

and land tenure class are examined. Since there were 12 

strata identified, there is a possibility of 12 percentage 

changes from prior areas visited to present areas visited 

for each of the land tenure classes. Tables C-20, C-21, 

and C-22 show seven decreases for the Indian land tenure 

class, five decreases for the Forest Service land tenure 

class, and five decreases for the private land tenure 

class. By applying the sign test (Bradley, 1968, p. 174) 

against the hypothesis of no change in visitation at 

selected recreation area strata prior to purchase of a 
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vacation home as compared to the present, the null hypoth

esis is accepted for all land tenure classes at the 5% 

level of significance. 

Although no difference was found in visitation to 

recreational areas, Tables C-20, C-21, and C-22 appear to 

indicate a shift in visitation from Forest Service recrea

tion areas to Indian recreation areas. The sign test was 

again used to determine if there was any significant change 

in visitation from Forest Service to Indian areas for all 

land tenure classes. Only the Forest Service land tenure 

class was found to be significant at the 5% level in a 

change in visitation pattern favoring Indian recreation 

areas. 

There are a number of possible reasons for this 

apparent shift in use toward Indian recreation areas. First, 

the construction of lakes and outdoor recreation facilities 

on the Fort Apache Indian Reservation is rather recent 

compared to Forest Service facilities. The shift by the 

Forest Service land tenure class from Forest Service to 

Indian areas may be explained by the fact that many of the 

Forest Service summer homeowners purchased their homes prior 

to the development of Indian recreation areas. This apparent 

trend of vacation homeowners toward Indian recreation areas 

will be explored in more detail in the following sections. 



Reasons for Purchasing a 
Vacation Home 

In order to gain some insight as to why people pur-

chased a vacation home in the White Mountain area, the 

vacation homeowners in the sample were asked about their 
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reasons for purchasing a home. They were asked to list their 

most important reason first, then their second most important 

reasons, etc. Since this was an open-ended question, it was 

necessary to group the responses. Twelve categories were 

defined based on examination of the open-end responses. 

The primary reasons for purchasing a vacation home in 

the White Mountain area by land tenure class are shown in 

Figure 18. A majority of the homeowners in all land tenure 

classes listed "natural amenities of the area" as the most 

important reason for purchasing a home. This category is 

quite broad and requires some clarification. Among the 

reasons included in this category were beauty, scenery, clean 

air, climate, the environment, and other natural character-

istics of the area. Although this is a broad category, its 
.. 

dominance reflects the current emphasis on the environment, 

the appreciation of natural beauty, and the desire to escape 

adverse climatic conditions in other parts of the state. The 

importance of aesthetics and recreation was also recognized 

by Ragatz (1969) but since they are not easily quantified, 

they were not included in his analysis. 
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Although all land tenure groups indicated that 

natural amenities were their primary reason, there was some 

difference as to the importance of the other motives among 

2 
the land tenure groups. A x test for independence was run 

between the land tenure groups and the most important reason 

for purchasing a vacation home (Table C-14). The calculated 

2 2 
X value was compared to a x table value at the 5% level of 

significance with 14 degrees of freedom. As a result of this 

test, reasons for purchase were found to be associated with 

land tenure classes. 

If the first three most important reasons for pur

chasing a vacation home by land tenure groups are broken out, 

an interesting pattern appears. This can be seen in Table 8 

where the three most frequently given reasons for each land 

tenure class are presented. 

As shown in Table 8, natural amenities as a reason 

were listed first by an overwhelming majority in all land 

tenure classes. However, water and land recreation ranked 

highest as the second and third choices of all land tenure 

classes. In addition, water recreation also ranked fairly 

high as- the first choice by all land tenure groups. 

It would be difficult to show that a relationship 

exists between the decision to purchase a vacation home and 

the presence of certain public recreation facilities in the 

White Mountain area. However, the results of the survey, as 

shown in Table 8, strongly suggest that there may be a 



Table 8. Reasons for Purchasing a Vacation Home 

Land 
Tenure 
Class 

Sample 
Sizea 

Indian 

Forest 
Service 

Natural 
Amenities 

Natural 
Amenities 

Private Natural 
Amenities 

Most Important Reason 

48.6% Water Recreation 15.3% Vacations 11.1% 

50.0% Repulsion from 
Other Type of 
Shelter 

10.8% Water 
Recreation 

8.1% 

43.3% Water Recreation 9.7% Retirement 8.8' 

72 

74 

238 

Second Most Important Reason 

Indian 

Forest 
Service 

Private 

Water 
Recreation 

Water 
Recreation 

Water 
Recreation 

29.3% Seclusion 

22.5% Seclusion 

25.6% Natural 
Amenities 

17.2% Natural 15.5% 
Amenities 

17.5% Land 15.0% 
Recreation 

15.0% Seclusion 11.9% 

58 

60 

160 



Table 8.—Continued 

Land 
Tenure 
Class 

Sample 
Classa 

Third Most Important Reason 

Indian Water 
Recreation 

23. 7% Land Recreation 13.2% Retirement 13. 2% 38 

Forest 
Service 

Land 
Recreation 

20. 8% Retirement 16.7% Natural 
Amenities 

16. 7% 24 

Private Water 
Recreation 

25. 8% Land Recreation 20.4% Retirement, 
Natural 
Amenities 

11. 
11. 

8% 
8% 

93 

aSince all respondents did not necessarily list more than one reason, the 
sample size decreased for the second and third most important reasons. 
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positive correlation between reasons for purchase and the 

presence of outdoor recreation facilities. Ragatz (1969) has 

concluded that the two most important criteria for vacation 

home location are proximity to the market and the availability 

of facilities for outdoor recreation. While-this study re

inforces Ragatz's conclusion regarding recreation facilities 

as an important criterion, it does not appear that proximity 

to the market is a very important criterion for the vacation 

homeowner population in the White Mountain area. From Figure 

18/ it can be seen that only 1.4%, 6.7%, and 2.5% of the 

owners on Forest Service, Indian, and private land listed 

location and convenience (proximity to the market) as the 

most important criterion. In addition to natural amenities 

and outdoor recreation facilities, seclusion and retirement 

were listed as fairly important reasons for purchasing a 

vacation home. 

An awareness of the reasons for purchasing a home is 

important to developers on private land and also to managers 

of Forest Service and Indian lands. The presence of natural 

amenities is a "must" at all vacation homesites. Thus, the 

quality of the environment should be given prime consideration 

by both private and Fort Apache vacation home developers. 

The provision of adequate outdoor recreation facil

ities is also essential in any vacation home development. If 

outdoor recreation facilities are not provided by the devel

opers, they will be sought on the adjacent public lands. 
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Thus, even though the Forest Service has discontinued the 

leasing of new summer homesites, it is still affected by the 

increasing vacation home population. 

Seclusion and retirement were also mentioned fairly 

frequently as the second and third most important reasons 

for purchasing a second home. Seclusion is most closely tied 

to the location of the vacation home and somewhat to the 

recreational activities of the residents. Retirement, on the 

other hand, indicates a particular age group that may prefer 

certain types of recreation primarily because of their age. 

Thus, a knowledge of these motives is helpful to developers 

and managers in planning facilities for vacation homeowners. 

Actual and Typical Amounts of Use of the 
Vacation Home 

There are several ways to measure the amount of use 

at the vacation home. These include: (1) the typical 

average number of days of use each season, (2) the actual 

average number of days of use per season, (3) the average 

number of days of use per month, (4) the average number of 

trips per season, and (5) the average number of trips per 

month. The amount of use of the vacation home is important 

because it may provide an indication of the amount of use at 

public recreation areas. It is also an indication of when 

this use will occur. If trips are short and most of the use 

occurs on the weekends, then there may be an overcrowding of 

certain facilities. However, if most of the use occurs 
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during the week or if the number of trips taken per season is 

relatively small, then the amount of use of public recreation 

facilities is more likely to be evenly distributed. Knowl

edge of when the highest occupancy of vacation homes occurs 

would also be helpful in providing informational programs, 

campfire presentations, Forest Service-sponsored hikes, etc. 

In the questionnaire, each vacation homeowner was 

asked to estimate the amount of use of the vacation home each 

season by both family and guests. The estimates of use of 

the vacation home by land tenure groups is shown in Table 9. 

Table 9. Typical Days of Use of the Vacation Home Per 
Season 

Typical Days of Use 
(Family and Guest) 

Land Tenure Class Mean Standard Error Sample 

Indian 57.3 8.1 27 

Forest Service 61.7 8.2 22 

Private 51.8 4.4 64 

It was expected that the Forest Service group, 

Size 

because of its high proportion of retirees, would have the 

highest typical seasonal use. However, a "t" test showed no 

difference in mean use between the Forest Service land 
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tenure class and the other land tenure classes at the 5% 

level of significance. There was little reason to expect 

any difference between the Indian group and the private 

group and the "t" test showed no significant difference. A 

2 X test of the distributions of the typical number of days 

of use for a season also showed no difference among the land 

tenure groups at the 5% level. The distributions for each 

land tenure group is shown in Figure 19. 

The same respondents who estimated the use at the 

vacation home were also asked to keep a record of the actual 

use of their vacation home for the 1970 season. The results 

of the "leisure logs" as reported by the homeowners are shown 

in Table 10. 

A "t" test at the 5% level of significance showed no 

differences between the mean actual days of use for the 

Forest Service and private land tenure classes. However, a 

significant difference was found at the 5% level between 

Indian and Forest Service land tenure classes and between 

Indian and private land tenure groups. 

The results of records of the actual use of the 

vacation home show that all land tenure classes overestimated 

the amount of use of their vacation home. It is interesting 

to note, however, that the Indian land tenure group had the 

highest actual mean days of use, not the Forest Service 

group. 
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Table 10. Actual 
Season 

Days of Use of the Vacation Home Per 

Actual Days of Use 
(Family and Guest) 

Land Tenure Class Mean Standard Error Sample Size 

Indian 48.9 1.9 27 

Forest Service 40.7 1.9 22 

Private 37.5 1.2 64 

It has been shown that the Indian group had the 

highest actual mean use of the home. Yet, this group had the 

highest proportion of wives employed, the lowest percentage 

of retirees, and the lowest mean age of the head of the 

household. Apparently, retirement status or employment of 

wives did not have a significant negative effect on the use 

of the vacation home. On the other hand, the private group 

had a lower actual mean use of the vacation home but was 

found to have the highest income and the lowest proportion 

of wives employed. Thus, it appears that no single variable, 

of those measured, has a dominant effect upon the amount of 

use of the vacation home. A multivariate analysis, however, 

would be necessary to establish the importance of the 

various variables. Such an analysis was outside the scope 

of this study, but will be done as a part of the larger 

project. 
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Time Profile of the Use of the 
Vacation Home 

From the data collected in the leisure logs, it was 

possible to construct a time profile of use of the vacation 

homes by land tenure classes. This profile of use was also 

established on a monthly basis for families and guests and 

for weekends and weekdays. There was no basis upon which to 

predict how the use of the vacation homes would be allocated, 

except that the highest use would probably occur during the 

months of July and August. 

The average total number of days of use per month by 

land tenure classes is shown in Table 11 and also in 

Figure 20. 

From Figure 20, it appears that the distribution of 

use of the vacation homes over time by all land tenure groups 

resembles bell-shaped curves which peak in July for Forest 

Service and Indian homeowners and in August for the private 

homeowners. Although the distributions of use by the land 

2 
tenure classes are fairly similar, a x test was run to 

determine whether the use distributions were independent of 

2 ' land tenure. The calculated x value was found to be 

2 greater than the table x value with ten degrees of freedom 

2 at the 5% level of significance. From the x test it was 

concluded that the use distribution is associated with land 

tenure. 



Table 11. Mean Days of Use per Month by Land Tenure Class 

Land Tenure 
Class 

Mean L Days of Use 
Sample 
Size 

Land Tenure 
Class May June July August September October 

Sample 
Size 

Indian Mean 4.9 8.3 12.4 9.4 9.2 4.9 27 
Standard 
Error 1.2 1.9 2.8 1.8 1.9 1.2 

Forest Service Mean 2.7 6.4 11.0 10.8 7.2 2.8 22 
Standard 
Error 0.7 1.7 2.5 2.3 1.6 1.0 

Private Mean 3.3 6.5 9.1 10.7 5.4 2.4 64 
Standard 
Error 0.6 1.0 1.2 1.3 0.9 0.5 
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2 
The results of the x test are further substantiated 

by a more detailed analysis of the use patterns of the 

vacation homes. Trips per month provide another measure of 

use pattern over time (Table 12). 

Data presented in Table 12 show that the Indian land 

tenure group had the highest mean number of trips per month 

while the Forest Service group had the lowest. The rela

tively small number of trips by Forest Service vacation home

owners was anticipated since this group was generally older, 

less affluent, probably less mobile, and more likely to spend 

a longer period of time per trip at the vacation home than 

the other two groups. It is interesting to note, however, 

that the Indian group not only had the most trips per month 

but also had the highest average number of days of use per 

trip. This is shown in Table 13. 

A "t" test for the means showed no difference between 

any pair of land tenure classes at the 5% level of signifi

cance. 

In the previous discussion it has been shown that 

there are differences in the monthly use patterns among the 

land tenure groups. Yet, they were fairly consistent in that 

large numbers of vacation homeowners did not occupy their 

home for the entire recreation season. Rather, they made 

about one trip per month and stayed for about one week. 

The data obtained from the leisure logs were broken 

down further to determine the vacation home residents' use 



Table 12. Average Number of Trips per Month to the Vacation Home 

Trips per Month 
Land Tenure Sample 

Class May June July August September October Size 

Indian Mean 1.3 1.1 1.4 1.0 1.1 0.9 27 
Standard 
Error .21 .25 .27 .19 .17 .19 

Forest Service Mean 0.7 1.0 0.9 0.7 0.7 0.6 22 
Standard 
Error .13 .23 .21 .17 .17 .17 

Private Mean 1.0 1.0 1.3 1.2 0.8 0.6 64 
Standard 
Error .15 .13 .14 .14 .10 .10 
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Table 13. Average Number of Days of Cabin Use per Trip 

Days of Use 

Land Tenure Class Mean Standard Error Sample Size 

Indian 8.15 1.96 27 

Forest Service 6.80 1.87 22 

Private 6.23 1.03 64 

distribution between weekends and holidays. Since the use of 

public recreation facilities by vacation homeowners is 

usually dependent on the use of the home, this type of 

information is of obvious value to the recreation land 

manager. The percentage of total use by land tenure classes 

on weekends and holidays is shown in Table 14. 

Since official holidays were counted as weekend days, 

there were a total of 55 weekend days out of 184 days from 

May 1 through October 31, 197 0 or weekends accounted for 

29.8% of the total time. Because of a lack of prior informa

tion regarding the use distribution of the vacation home

owners, a uniform or rectangular distribution was assumed. 

This implies that the vacation homeowners did not have a 

preference for weekends over weekdays or vice versa and 

their use would be distributed approximately 30% on weekends 

and 7 0% on weekdays. 



Table 14. Proportion of Total Use of the Vacation Home on Weekends and Holidays 

Land Tenure 
Class 

Proportion of Total Use per Month 
Land Tenure 

Class May June July August September October Average 

Indian 56.1% 39.9% 43.4% 31.6% 32.6% 32.8% 38.7% 

Forest Service 50.8% 31.4% 32.7% 32.9% 33.5% 38.7% 34.3% 

Private 52.1% 30.5% 34.3% 35.5% 37.0% 40.0% 36.3% 
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The differences in weekend use between expected use 

(uniform distribution = 30%), and actual use for all six 

months and for all three land tenure groups were compared. 

No decreases were found in actual weekend use out of 6 

possible decreases for each land tenure class. 

By applying the sign test (Bradley, 1968, p. 170) for 

the median difference with n = 6 at the 5% level of signifi

cance, we must reject the hypothesis that there is no differ

ence in use between weekends and weekdays for all three land 

tenure classes. 

From the data presented in Table 14 it appears that 

the vacation home population will not have a stabilizing 

effect on the use of recreation facilities of the White 

Mountains and as their numbers continue to increase, they 

will place an even heavier stress on the facilities during 

periods of peak use. 

Although the main purpose of the leisure logs was to 

measure the family use of the vacation home, it was recog

nized that guests at the vacation home could account for a 

substantial amount of use of the home. Thus, the use of the 

home by guests was separated out from the total use and is 

presented in Table 15. 

Based on the information in Table 15, it can be 

safely concluded that guests alone visiting the vacation 

home account for a very small amount of use of the home, 

generally much less than one day per month. 
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Table 15. Use of the Vacation Home—Guests Only 

Land Tenure 
Class 

Average Number 
of Days of Use 

per Month 
Standard 
Error 

Proportion 
of Total Use 

Sample 
Size 

Indian .89 .26 10.7% 27 

Forest Service .02 .02 0.2% 22 

Private .25 .07 3.9% 64 

In summary, it has been shown that based on the 

weighted means, the summer homeowners occupy their homes for 

approximately forty days each season. This use occurs pri

marily on weekends and holidays. Even though some homeowners 

stayed at the vacation home for the entire season, the 

average length of stay per trip was about seven days and 

about six trips per season were made. The use of the vaca

tion homes by guests without the presence of the owners was 

found to be negligible. 

Although the occupancy patterns of the vacation homes 

by the three land tenure classes was similar in many 

respects, some differences were discovered. 

The biggest difference found in use patterns among 

land tenure groups was in the overall time profile of use. 

The Indian land tenure group had the highest overall use, 

the most number of trips per season, and the highest average 
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number of cabin days of use per trip. In addition, this 

land tenure group had the highest amount of use of the 

vacation home by guests. 

From the previous discussions we have seen that the 

vacation homeowners and their recreation pursuits are a 

significant factor to be considered in public recreation 

planning. With approximately 2,000 homes existing in 1970 

in the White Mountain area, occupied about 40 days per 

season, a total of 80,000 cabin days of use can be attributed 

to the present vacation home population. This estimate 

brings into focus the magnitude of the present impact of the 

vacation home population on the White Mountain area. This 

information, together with the trends in vacation home 

construction identified earlier, clearly indicates that the 

vacation home population will have even greater social and 

economic impacts on the area. The demands for all services 

will continue to rise and based on the results of the 

questionnaires, the provision of adequate outdoor recreation 

facilities and the maintenance of a quality environment will 

be one of the major challenges to the public and tribal land 

managers. 

Outdoor Recreation Activities Participated in at 
Public Recreation Areas by Vacation Homeowners 

and Guests 

In the previous section estimates of the amount of 

use of the vacation home by families in each land tenure 
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class were presented. While this information is helpful to 

the recreation land manager, it does not indicate what types 

of recreation activities are preferred or participated in by 

the vacation homeowners. An understanding of the activity 

participation patterns of the vacation home population would 

be of great help in managing existing recreation facilities 

and would be a useful guide in the development of future 

facilities. If significant differences in the participation 

patterns for various activities among land tenure classes 

are found this information could be utilized by the land 

managers and recreation planners. 

Based on the results of the leisure logs, the 

activity participation patterns of the three vacation home 

land tenure classes are shown in Table 16. In order to 

determine whether any differences in activity participation 

exist among the three land tenure classes as shown in Table 

16, Hotelling and Pabst's test for rank-order correlation 

(Bradley, 1968) was applied. By applying this test separately 

to each of the three pairs of land tenure classes, a D value 

n 2 (D = E d.) of 74, 62, and 50 was computed for the Indian 
i=l 1 

vs. Forest Service, Indian vs. private, and Forest Service 

vs. private land tenure classes, respectively. 

The three D values with n = 12 were compared to a 

table D value of 142 at the 5% level of significance. Based 

on the above comparisons, the null hypothesis of independence 

for all pairs of land tenure classes is rejected. 



Table 16. Activity Participation by Vacation Home Users in 
1970 

Recreation Activity Participation 

Land Tenure Class 

Rank Indian Forest Service Private 

1 Fishing Fishing Fishing 

2 Hiking Picnic Picnic 

3 Drive for 
pleasure 

Drive for 
pleasure 

Drive for 
pleasure 

4 Boating Hiking Golfing 

5 Picnic Exploring Boating 

6 Exploring Hunting Hiking 

7 Riding Horses Camping Exploring 

8 Golfing Golfing Camping 

9 Hunting Boating Hunting 

10 Camping Riding Horses Riding Horses 

11 Organized 
Activities 

Organized 
Activities 

Organized 
Activities 

12 Family Outings Family Outings Family Outing: 
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By using the data generated in Table 16, it was then 

possible to compute Spearman's rank-difference correlation 

coefficient (r ) for each pair of land tenure classes where O 

r = 1 - —^5 (Bradley, 1968, p. 95). A positive 
s n(n^-l) 

correlation coefficient of .70, .75, and .80 was obtained 

for the Indian vs. Forest Service, Indian vs. private, and 

Forest Service vs. private pairings of land tenure classes. 

Thus, it can be concluded there are no significant differ

ences in recreation activity participation among the land 

tenure classes, and recreation planners can treat the 

vacation home population as homogeneous. 

Although the above tests revealed no differences in 

recreation activity participation, a few deviations do 

appear in Table 16. Golf, of course, ranks high in the 

private land tenure class, primarily because the two largest 

private summer home communities are located adjacent to a 

private golf course. Boating is ranked somewhat higher by 

the Indian land tenure class than by the other two groups. 

This could be expected, however, since the majority of 

vacation homes on Indian lands are located on Hawley Lake 

where boating is very accessible. In the Forest Service 

land tenure class, boating is ranked rather low, as was 

expected for several reasons. Forest Service vacation home

owners are not usually located adjacent to a lake and they 

are older and may not be as physically able to enjoy boating. 

Furthermore, they are in the lowest average income class 
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which may put financial limitations on their ability to 

participate in boating and/or sailing. 

In addition to being able to rank the activity 

preferences of vacation homeowners, it was also possible to 

quantify the recreation activities of the land tenure groups 

on a seasonal basis. The mean activity days per home for 

each of the twelve activities is shown in Table 17. An 

activity day is defined as participation in a single activity 

by one person during all or part of a day. 

As can be seen in Table 17, fishing is the dominant 

activity for all land tenure classes. This comes as no 

surprise since most of the population originates in the 

semiarid communities of Tucson and Phoenix where water, in a 

free-flowing state, is a scarce commodity. The magnitude of 

the number of activity days for fishing does point out the 

importance of this sport to the area and of maintaining a 
/ 

quality fishery. 

Again, by referring to Table 17, it is readily 

apparent that the largest difference in activity days is for 

fishing by the Indian land tenure class which is nearly 

double that of the other two classes. One explanation for 

this behavior is that the bulk of the Indian vacation homes 

are located near Hawley Lake which is a very popular fishing 

area. Homeowners on Indian land are also given reduced fees 

for fishing on reservation waters which are stocked regularly 

from the Indian-operated fish hatchery. These factors 



Table 17. Average Number of Activity Days per Vacation Home from May 1 to October 
1, 1970 

Recreation Activities 

Driving 

Land Tenure Fish- Boat- Picnick- Camp- Hunt- for Golf- Family Organized Riding Sample 

Class ing ing ing ing ing Hiking Pleasure Exploring ing Outing Activities Horses Size 

Indian 38.0 5.7 5.2 0.0 0.2 15.9 7.1 1.4 0.4 0.0 0.0 1.0 27 

Forest Service 20.4 0.5 5.6 1.1 1.3 3.0 5.3 1.5 1.0 0.0 0.3 0.4 22 

Private 22.4 2.8 6.9 0.7 0.5 2.2 5.0 1.4 5.0 0.0 0.1 0.4 64 
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combined with consistently good fishing on reservation lakes 

and streams may give partial answers for the apparent large 

difference in fishing days among the land tenure classes. 

Another difference shown in Table 17 involves hiking. 

Again, the summer homeowners on Indian land participate in 

hiking nearly five times as often as the other two groups. 

The reasons for the popularity of hiking by homeowners on 

Indian land are difficult to explain. Hiking was partici

pated it by 58.9% of the Indian homeowners, their second most 

popular activity, as compared to 35.5% of Forest Service 

homeowners and 34.2% of private homeowners. One possible 

explanation for the popularity of hiking by the users of 

vacation homes on Indian lands is they are the youngest land 

tenure class. 

The only other differences in activities among land 

tenure classes which appear in Table 17 are golf and boating. 

The apparent differences for these activities among land 

tenure groups have been discussed earlier. 

Equipped with an estimate of the number of vacation 

homes by land tenure classes in the area and a knowledge of 

the number of activity days generated by each home, the 

recreation planner should now be in a better position to 

assess the impact of the vacation home population on the 

recreation resources. But, this is only part of the answer. 

It is also essential to determine not only what activities 

are participated in by the vacation homeowners but where 
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these activities occur and where future demand is likely to 

occur. 

Public Recreation Areas Used by Vacation 
Homeowners and Guests 

In order to determine which types of public outdoor 

recreation areas were preferred by the vacation homeowners, 

each leisure log respondent was asked to indicate by name 

the recreation areas visited during the study period. All 

areas mentioned were then categorized using the same break

down of accessibility, type of managing agency, presence of 

a lake or stream, and proximity to a vacation home community 

described in Chapter II. A list of the public recreation 

areas by categories can be found in Appendix B. 

The various recreation strata were then ranked in 

descending order according to the total number of visitor 

days in each land tenure class and is shown in Table 18. 

From a casual comparison of the rankings of the strata, 

there appears to be no direct correlation between any pair 

of land tenure classes. 

Hotelling and Pabst's test for rank order correla

tion (Bradley, 1968) was applied to check for differences in 

participation patterns by strata between each of the three 

pairs of land tenure classes. Then, a D value of 312, 186, 

and 13 0 was computed for the Indian vs. Forest Service, 

Indian vs. private, and Forest Service vs. private land 

tenure classes, respectively. The three D values with n = 12 



Table 18. Public Recreation Areas Visited by Vacation Home Users and Ranked by 
Total Amount of Use During 197 0 

Land Tenure Class 

Rank Indian Forest Service Private 

Indian-Hawley Lake 

Indian Lakes (distant) 

Forest Service Lakes 
(distant) 

Indian Lakes 
(accessible) 

Indian Land Recreation 
Areas 

Indian Streams 
(accessible) 

Indian Streams 
(distant) 

Forest Service Land 
Recreation Areas 

Forest Service Lakes 
(accessible) 

Indian Lakes 
(accessible) 

Forest Service Land 
Recreation Areas 

Forest Service Streams 
(distant) 

Forest Service Lakes 
(distant) 

Indian Lakes (distant) 

Indian Streams 
(distant) 

Forest Service Picnic 
Areas Near Vacation 
Homes 

Forest Service Lakes 
(accessible) 

Indian Lakes 
(accessible) 

Forest Service Land 
Recreation Areas 

Indian Streams 
(accessible) 

Indian-Hawley Lake 

Indian Lakes (distant) 

Forest Service Lakes 
(distant) 

Indian Streams 
(distant) 

VO 
en 



Table 18.—Continued 

Land Tenure Class 

Rank Indian Forest Service Private 

9. Forest Service Lakes 
(accessible) 

Indian Land Recreation 
Area 

Forest Service Picnic 
Areas Near Vacation 
Homes 

10 Forest Service Lakes 
(distant) 

Indian Streams 
(accessible) 

Forest Service Streams 
(distant) 

11 Forest Service Picnic 
Areas Near Vacation 
Homes 

Forest Service Streams 
(accessible) 

Indian Land Recreation 
Areas 

12 Forest Service Streams 
(accessible) 

Indian-Hawley Lake Forest Service Streams 
(accessible) 
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were compared to a table value of 142 at the 5% level of 

significance. Based on this comparison the null hypothesis 

of independence for Forest Service vs. private land tenure 

classes is rejected while this same hypothesis is accepted 

for the other two pairs of land tenure classes. 

By using the same data, Spearman's rank-difference 

correlation coefficient was computed for each pair of land 

tenure classes. A correlation coefficient of -.3, .2, and 

.5 was obtained for Indian vs. Forest Service, Indian vs. 

private, and Forest Service vs. private land tenure classes, 

respectively. These correlation coefficients reinforce 

what is already apparent in Table 18; that is, there is 

little similarity between the recreation area participation 

patterns of the various pairs of land tenure classes. Only 

the Forest Service vs. private comparison survived Hotelling 

and Pabst's test for correlation with a rather weak positive 

coefficient of .5. 

Previously in this chapter, it had been stated that 

there appeared to be a change in visitation favoring Indian 

recreation areas by the Forest Service land tenure class. 

This conclusion was based on information obtained from the 

questionnaires and was not related to a measurement of 

actual use. The above conclusion does not appear to be 

supported by the data found in Table 18. Since the areas 

visited were ranked by land tenure classes, Wilcoxson's 

rank-sum test for identical populations (Bradley, 1968, p. 
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105) was applied to each class. In this case the null 

hypothesis is that visitation patterns at Indian and Forest 

Service recreation areas for each land tenure class are 

identical. A WR value (W = Ri) of 25, 46, and 3 6 was 

calculated for the Indian, Forest Service, and private land 

tenure classes, respectively. These values were compared to 

a table value of 28 with n = m = 6 for a one-tailed test at 

the 5% level of significance. Based on the above test, the 

null hypothesis of identical preferences for Forest Service 

and Indian recreation areas by both Forest Service and 

private land tenure classes is accepted. However, the same 

hypothesis is rejected for the Indian land tenure class. 

The recreation areas visited by each land tenure 

class have also been quantified on a seasonal basis in terms 

of recreation days and are shown in Figure 21. A recreation 

day is defined as the use of a recreation area by an indi

vidual for all or part of a 24-hour day. Since the Indian, 

Forest Service, and private land tenure classes represent 

approximately 20%, 5%, and 7 5% of the total White Mountain 

vacation home population, the information in Figure 21 must 

be interpreted accordingly. 

The disproportionately high use of Hawley Lake by 

Indian homeowners is a function of accessibility, reduced 

user fees, and the availability of several types of recrea

tion activities including fishing, boating, hiking, sailing, 

picnicking, and horseback riding. The main emphasis, 
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however, should be placed on the private land tenure group 

which represents about three-fourths of the vacation home 

population. Their participation pattern among recreation 

areas appears to be well dispersed, except for Forest Ser

vice and Indian lakes which are readily accessible. These 

two categories account for about 4 5% of the total use of the 

private land tenure class. The Forest Service land tenure 

class has a similar area participation pattern but their 

impact would be rather minor as they account for only a 

small proportion of the total vacation home population. 

With the exception of Hawley Lake, the visitation pattern 

for recreation areas by the Indian land tenure class is also 

well dispersed. 

The recreation planner is now in a position to 

determine not only what activities are participated in but 

also what kinds of public recreation areas are visited by 

the vacation home population. In addition, the relative 

magnitude of each recreation area and activity participated 

in by each land tenure class has been shown. However, the 

impact of the vacation home population as compared to the 

general recreating public is still unknown. 

Comparison of Use by Vacation Homeowners 
to the General Recreating Public 

at Selected Recreation Areas' 

In order to determine the relative amount of use of 

public recreation areas by the vacation home population, 
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field surveys were conducted at selected recreation areas 

during the summer of 197 0. 

As described earlier in Chapter II, forty sampling 

days were divided equally among ten strata for the entire 

197 0 recreation season. The results of the field survey are 

shown in Figure 22. 

Because of the small number of observations in each 

stratum, it was not possible to apply meaningful statistical 

analysis to the data obtained from the field survey. In 

addition, the data collected are of somewhat questionable 

value for the following reasons. First, the information 

presented in Figure 22 is an average for each stratum and a 

great deal of variability was found within strata. Secondly, 

although care was taken to include similar recreation areas 

within each stratum, it soon became apparent that certain 

recreation areas were considerably different in terms of 

size, facilities, and aesthetic qualities. Thirdly, the 

data collected for Hawley Lake had to be discarded because 

it became impossible to differentiate between vacation home

owners visiting their homes at the lake and those merely 

using the facilities of the lake. Also, the interviewer was 

not able to account for use of the Hawley Lake recreation 

area by people who had a home at the lake and never left the 

area during the sampling day. Thus, no estimate of the pro

portion of vacation home use was made for one of the most 

popular and most heavily used Indian recreation areas. 
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In spite of these shortcomings, some indication is 

given in Figure 22 of the proportion of use of selected 

recreation areas by the vacation home population. A fairly 

high amount of use was recorded at both Indian and Forest 

Service lakes which were easily accessible. The results are 

generally comparable with the results of the leisure logs 

(Figure 21) as shown earlier. The high use recorded for 

Forest Service picnic areas near a vacation home community, 

however, is not supported by the results of the leisure logs. 

But, these differences could be a direct result of the 

inadequacy of the field survey. 

In summary, we have attempted to follow a group of 

vacation homeowners and their families through an entire 

summer and monitor their recreation behavior. This was 

accomplished by means of a leisure log in which the respond

ent recorded the location, type, and amount of recreation 

activities participated in each month. A total of 113 

families returned all six completed leisure logs during the 

summer of 197 0. 

In retrospect, the data obtained from the leisure 

logs appeared to be complete and accurate. In many cases 

the information gathered in the leisure logs reinforced that 

which was found in the questionnaires. On the negative side 

the relatively small number of respondents represented only 

7.5% of the entire vacation home population and this was one 

of the major drawbacks of using this method. However, it is 
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felt that the high quality of the information collected 

somewhat compensates for the small sample size. 

From the survey it was possible to delineate the 

major recreation activities of the vacation home population 

and to estimate the approximate level of participation in 

each activity for each land tenure class. In addition it 

was concluded that there is no difference in recreation 

activity participation patterns of the three land tenure 

classes. 

It was also possible to determine which types of 

public recreation areas received the heaviest amount of use 

from the vacation home population. This use was then 

quantified in terms of recreation days for each type of 

recreation area and for each land tenure class. Based on 

this information it was concluded that differences do exist 

among the participation rates of the land tenure classes at 

public recreation areas. 

The field surveys conducted during the summer of 

197 0 attempted to estimate the proportion of use at selected 

public recreation areas attributable to the vacation home 

population. This effort was somewhat less than successful 

primarily because of an inadequate number of sampling days, 

an inability to obtain an estimate for the Hawley Lake 

recreation area, and a lack of sufficient homogeneity within 

strata. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

General 

An examination of the recreational behavior of the 

vacation home population of the White Mountain area was made 

between May 1 and October 31, 197 0. The White Mountain area 

is a fairly well defined recreation complex including 

portions of the Sitgreaves and Apache National Forests and 

the Fort Apache Indian Reservation. 

A random sample of vacation homeowners was contacted 

through a mail questionnaire and information was obtained 

relating to their socioeconomic characteristics and their 

past and present use of public recreation facilities in the 

White Mountains. Since it was anticipated that certain 

homeowner characteristics might be related to land tenure, 

the sample was stratified according to the three land tenure 

classes. Additional detailed information relating to the 

use of the vacation home, the number of family members and 

guests, the types and amounts of recreational activities 

participated in, and the specific public recreation areas 

that were visited, was obtained from a series of leisure 

logs or monthly diaries. Only data obtained from those 

respondents who returned all six leisure logs were included 

106 
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in the analy'sis. Limited information comparing use at 

selected public recreation areas between vacation home

owners and the general recreating public was obtained from 

field surveys conducted during the summer of 197 0. 

Characteristics of the Vacation Homes and Owners 
in the White Mountain Area 

The Study Area 

The general area selected for study is located in 

east-central Arizona about 200 miles from both the Tucson 

and Phoenix metropolitan areas. The White Mountains offer a 

wide variety of both summer and winter outdoor recreation 

activities provided by the U. S. Forest Service, the Fort 

Apache Indian Tribe and private enterprises. In recent 

years privately-owned residences have become very popular in 

the area, and an intensive survey of land ownership revealed 

that over 2,000 vacation homes presently exist. All indica

tions point to a continuing boom in the vacation home 

industry resulting in an increased demand for public 

recreation facilities by the summer home occupants. 

Characteristics of the Vacation Homes 

The majority of the vacation homes in the area were 

found on private land. Because of present Forest Service 

policy, the number of permitees on National Forests is 

expected to remain constant or to decrease. The slack, if 
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any exists, may be taken up by private development which has 

shown dramatic increases since about 1950. 

Over half of the owners have owned their homes for 

more than five years. And, the data suggest that most homes 

are still owned by the people who built them. As expected, 

private owners have a greater investment (over $10,000) in 

their summer home properties. Almost two-thirds of the 

homes on National Forest lands were assessed at $6,000 or 

less. The relatively low value of homes on Forest Service 

land could be a result of the owner not having title to the 

land. 

Socioeconomic Characteristics of 
Vacation Homeowners 

Age. The mean age of the head of the household was 

52, 58, and 55 years for homeowners on Indian, Forest 

Service, and private lands, respectively. Although the mean 

ages were fairly close, some significant differences were 

2 found. Also, the results of a x test showed that the age 

of the head of the household was associated with land tenure 

class. The dominance of older vacation homeowners on 

National Forests appears to be a direct result of Forest 

Service policy of discouraging summer home acquisition. 

Since leases for homes on National Forest land are renewed 

on a ten-year basis and in some cases yearly, few young 

buyers would be willing to purchase a vacation home under 

such restrictive conditions. An attractive lease 
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arrangement coupled with few restrictions and no land 

purchase cost may account for the large number of younger 

lessees found on Indian lands. 

Income. The average total family income before 

taxes was found to be $16,820, $13,963, and $17,952 for 

homeowners on Indian, Forest Service, and private land, 

respectively. As expected, a difference in the income 

distributions was found. The largest differences were found 

at both ends of the income scale. Private land owners 

dominated the over $30,000 category while Forest Service 

homeowners dominated the under $5,000 category. 

The high proportion of private homeowners in the 

upper income category can be attributed to several factors. 

In many summer home subdivisions a fairly high minimum 

income is often necessary to purchase a home in a "country 

club" environment. In addition, private landowners must 

make a larger initial investment than the other two land 

tenure classes because they must also purchase the land. 

While it was thought that a higher income may 

contribute to greater use of the vacation home, other factors 

tend to modify this influence. Actually, a higher family 

income may have a positive or negative effect on the use of 

a vacation home, depending on how it is obtained. While a 

higher income may free the wife from outside employment, the 

additional expense of owning a vacation home may require the 
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husband to work additional hours or the higher income may be 

obtained by both husband and wife working. 

Education. The average educational level of home

owners on Indian, Forest Service, and private lands was 14.8 

years, 14.5 years, and 13.8 years, respectively. Differ

ences were found in the levels of education among the three 

land tenure classes. In general, the vacation homeowners 

were found to be very well educated compared to the general 

population of the state. In fact, 36%, 38%, and 24% of the 

owners of homes on Indian, Forest Service, and private land, 

respectively, have attained a level of education beyond the 

bachelor degree. 

Education is very closely related to both age and 

income. In general, education is expected to be negatively 

correlated with age and positively correlated with income. 

The amount of education received may be an indication of 

the tastes of the individual. This could be important to 

planners and developers in determining what type of 

recreational and cultural activities would be desired by 

the vacation home residents. 

Occupation. The majority of the vacation homeowners 

were employed as professionals or managers. The relatively 

high percentage, Indian—59%, Forest Service—59%, and 

private—50%, of homeowners in these two occupation cate

gories is of course directly related to the high levels of 
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education and income. No significant difference was found 

among the occupation distributions of the three land tenure 

classes. 

A knowledge of the occupations of the vacation 

homeowners is important to recreation planners because it 

may give an indication of the types of recreational 

activities in which the vacation home residents are most 

likely to participate. Occupation may also be a good 

indicator of the time profile of use of the vacation home. 

Some occupations, such as teaching, may allow an individual 

to spend the entire summer at the vacation home. Other 

occupations may allow the homeowner access to the home only 

on vacations and/or weekends. 

Other Socioeconomic Characteristics. In addition to 

the characteristics mentioned above, information relating to 

retirement, employment of both husband and wife, and the 

number of children under eighteen years of age was obtained. 

The highest percentage of retirees was found in the Forest 

Service land tenure class. While 7 9% of the Forest Service 

homeowners were retired, only 3 2% of the Indian homeowners 

were retired. This was expected since the Forest Service 

homeowners dominated the highest age classes and the lowest 

income classes. The Indian homeowners had the highest'per

centage of both husband and wife employed. The additional 

income may have made it possible to enter and remain in the 
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vacation home market. However, with both husband and wife 

employed, a decrease in use of vacation homes could result. 

From the survey it was found that the majority of 

vacation home families had no children under eighteen years 

of age. In addition, only 10%, 11%, and 6% of the families 

with vacation homes on Indian, Forest Service, and private 

land, respectively, had children less than six years old. 

However, this also was expected due to the age distribution 

of the vacation homeowners. 

Reasons for Purchasing a Vacation Home 

The most frequently cited most important reason for 

purchasing a vacation home by all land tenure classes was 

the "natural amenities" of the area. The dominance of this 

category reflects the appreciation of natural beauty, the 

desire to escape adverse climatic conditions in other parts 

of the state, and possibly the current concern for the en

vironment. This result emphasizes the fact that the quality 

of the environment must be given prime consideration by both 

private and Fort Apache vacation home developers and by 

County and local governments. 

The second and third most frequently cited most 

important reasons for purchasing a vacation home, by all land 

tenure classes, were water-based recreation and land-based 

recreation, respectively. This suggests that a relationship 

may exist between the decision to purchase a vacation home 
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and the presence of selected outdoor recreation facilities. 

If adequate outdoor recreation facilities are not provided 

by private developers, they will be sought on the adjacent 

public lands. Thus, even though the Forest Service has dis

continued the leasing of new summer home sites, it is still 

affected by the increasing vacation home population. 

Use of the Vacation Homes and the Adjacent 
Outdoor Recreation Facilities in 

the White Mountain Area 

Actual and Estimated Typical Amounts 
of Use of the Vacation Home 

Estimates of the typical average number of days of 

use per season of the vacation home by land tenure classes 

were 57, 62, and 52 days for Indian, Forest Service, and 

private land tenure classes, respectively. These estimates 

agreed with expectations that the Forest Service group, 

because of its high proportion of retirees, would have the 

highest average seasonal use. Some differences in the 

distributions of the expected typical number of days of use 

per season were found among the land tenure classes. 

When the results of the leisure logs for these same 

respondents were tabulated, it was found that all land 

tenure groups overestimated the expected typical amount of 

use of their vacation homes. In addition, the Indian land 

tenure class and not the Forest Service land tenure class 

had the highest actual average use of the home for the 
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season. These results are difficult to explain. Further 

study should be made of possible relationships among the 

socioeconomic variables and amount of summer home use. 

The time profiles of use which were constructed from 

the leisure logs resembled bell-shaped curves. These curves 

peaked in July for the Forest Service and Indian homeowners 

and in August for the private homeowners. Differences in 

the time distribution of actual use were found to be sig

nificant among the land tenure classes. 

A further analysis of the data revealed that only 

about one trip per month to the vacation home was made for 

all land tenure classes and the individual or group remained 

for about a week. Guests visiting the vacation home without 

the owners were found to have a very insignificant effect on 

the total use of the home. 

Most of the use of the vacation home took place on 

either weekends or holidays. Thus, the vacation home popula

tion will not have a stabilizing effect on the time distri

bution of use of the recreation facilities of the White 

Mountains. As their numbers continue to increase, they will 

place an even heavier burden on the public recreation 

facilities during periods of peak use. 

Outdoor Recreation Activities Participated 
in at Public Recreation Areas 

As expected, fishing was the most popular activity 

participated in by all land tenure classes, especially by 
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the Indian land tenure class. The rather large number of 

activity days for fishing by the Indian land tenure class 

can be explained by the fact that most vacation homes on the 

reservation are located near Hawley Lake. In addition, 

homeowners on Indian land are given reduced fees for fishing 

on reservation waters. These factors, combined with 

accessibility and consistently good fishing, give partial 

answers for the large difference in fishing days among the 

land tenure classes. 

Other smaller differences in participation for 

activities such as golf, boating, and hiking may result in 

part from differences in income, age, and the availability 

of specialized recreation facilities. Further study of such 

possible relationships is necessary. 

When all activities were ranked by the proportion of 

owners engaged in them, a positive rank-difference correla

tion coefficient was found for each pair of land tenure 

classes. Thus, when considering the recreation activities 

of the summer homeowners, recreation planners can treat the 

vacation home population as homogeneous in the White 

Mountains. 

Public Recreation Areas Used by Vacation 
Homeowners and Guests 

The public recreation area participation patterns of 

the land tenure classes were fairly well dispersed. A large 

deviation, however, was recorded at Hawley Lake by the 
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Indian land tenure class. Use at Hawley Lake was 32 visitor 

days per home per season for the Indian class as compared to 

only one visitor day for the Forest Service group and two 

visitor days for the private group. The large deviation is 

easily explained because the majority of Indian vacation 

homes are located adjacent to Hawley Lake. 

The data from the questionnaire indicated that a 

shift in location of recreation activities, from Forest 

Service to Indian areas, occurred after the purchase of the 

summer home. The responses to the leisure log, however, 

indicated that the choice of public recreation areas is more 

dependent on location and opportunities provided than on 

whether the areas are on National Forest lands or Indian 

lands. 

Forest Service and Indian lakes that are easily 

accessible appeared to be used to a greater extent by both 

the Forest Service and private land tenure classes. This is 

fairly important since the private land tenure group repre

sents approximately 7 6% of the entire vacation home popula

tion and these two categories account for about 45% of their 

use. 

In previous discussions it has been shown that the 

recreation pursuits of the vacation home population is an 

important factor to be considered in any recreation land 

management decision. The most recent estimates indicate 

that in 197 0, approximately 2,000 vacation homes existed 
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within the study area. Each home was used for about 40 days 

during the season. This estimate of approximately 80,000 

cabin days of use gives some indication of the magnitude of 

the present impact of the vacation home population on the 

White Mountain area. 

The recreation planner is now equipped with knowl

edge of the approximate amount of use at the vacation homes, 

an indication of the recreation activity participation 

patterns of their occupants, and an estimate of the amount 

of use at selected types of public recreation areas. This 

information should lead to more informed resource development 

decisions in the White Mountain area. 

Based on the above, a few general conclusions with 

respect to recreation management planning can be made. It 

has been shown that the vacation home population is the 

source of a significant amount of use of public recreation 

facilities. In addition, they represent a rather stable 

portion of the recreation visitor population in the area. 

Thus, every effort should be made to include the views of 

the vacation home population in the decision-making process. 

By encouraging public input into the decision-making process 

a better plan is the usual result and the results will be 

more readily accepted by those who are most affected. 

It has also been shown that natural amenities were 

a very important factor in the decision by purchase a vaca

tion home in the White Mountain area. Therefore, the 
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maintenance of a quality environment should be a paramount 

consideration in land management practice decisions. 

Recommendations for Further Research 

This study has shown that the vacation home popula

tion is an important contributor to the use of public 

recreation facilities. However, the estimate of use at 

specific recreation areas was inadequate. Additional field 

surveys would be necessary to accurately determine the total 

amount of use at each major recreation area. Also, an 

estimate of the activity participation patterns would be 

necessary to provide a complete picture of use in the area. 

Although an attempt was made to determine the 

reasons for purchasing a home, further research is needed to 

specify and estimate the purchase decision function. An 

analysis of the reasons for purchase and their interrela

tionships with other factors should be made. 

As a result of this study, it became obvious that 

little was known regarding the environmental impact caused 

by the presence of 2,000 vacation homes. Detailed research 

is needed to assess the impact of vacation homes and their 

occupants on ground and surface water, vegetation, soil 

erosion, and wildlife habitat. Studies should also be con

ducted to determine the optimum carrying capacity of the re

source as it relates to the density of vacation homes. And, 
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similar studies should be carried out to determine the 

social carrying capacity of the area. 

Research is also needed to assess the economic 

impact of vacation home development in the White Mountain 

area. A benefit-cost analysis would be helpful in deter

mining the desirability of additional development in the 

area. A study of this nature should include the secondary 

and tertiary benefits and costs as well as the intangible 

benefits and costs that accrue from summer home developments. 
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1970 White Mountain Vacation Home Study 

(Confidential) 

Questionnaire to be filled out by Head of the Household 

How many years have you owned your vacation home in 
the White Mountains? 

During what year (approximately) was your vacation 
home built? 

Prior to the purchase of your summer home how many 
summers have you visited the White Mountain area? 

During these visits prior to the purchase of your 
vacation home, what outdoor recreation facilities or 
areas did you use? (List as many as necessary.) 

(a) • (d) 

(b). 

(c) 

(e) 

(f) 

What were the primary outdoor recreation activities you 
participated in while in the White Mountains prior to 
the purchase of your summer home? 

(a). 

(b) 

(c) 

( d )  

If you took overniqht trips to the White Mountains 
before you purchased your vacation home, please list the 
approximate percentage of the time you stayed at the 
following places: 

(a) Motel, hotel or lodge % 

(b) Tent % 

(c) Housetrailer % 

(d) Motor home % 

(e) Camper % 

(f) With friends in 
a vacation home % 

(g) With permanent 
residents in the 
area 
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7. What were the main reasons you had for purchasing a 
summer home in the White Mountain area? (Please list in 
order of importance.) 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

8. How many days is your vacation home used during a typical 
year? (May 1 through November 1.) days 

(a) What per cent of the use is made by your 
family? % 

(b) What per cent of the use is made by friends, 
relatives, and guests? 

9. What outdoor recreation activities do you and your 
family now participate in at the White Mountains? 
(List as many as necessary.) 

(a ) (d) 

(b ) (e) 

(c ) (f) 

10. What public recreation facilities or areas in the White 
Mountains, either Forest Service or Fort Apache Indian, 
do you visit most often? 

(a ) (d) 

(b ) (e) 

(c ) (f) 

11. What firm or company do you work for? 

12. What type of work do you do (occupation)?_ 

13. If you are retired, what type of work did you do? 

14. Are you married widowed divorced separated single ? 
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15. If you are married, is your wife employed? Yes No 

16. Please check the category that your age falls in: 

Husband under 25 26-35 36-45 
46-55 56-65 over 65 

Wife under 25 26-3 5 3 6-45 
46-55 56-65 over 65 

17. Please check the category which would show the number of 
years of schooling you have completed. 

1-8 yrs 9-11 yrs 12 yrs 13-15 yrs 16 yrs 

16+ yrs 

18. How many children do you have under 6 years of age? 

19. How many children you have between 6 and 18 years of age? 

20. Please indicate the category in which your total family 
income (before taxes) for the last year would be found. 

less than $5,000 $5,000-$9,999 $10,000-$14,999 
$15,000-$19,999 $20,000-$29,999 More than $30,000 
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Leisure Log Instructions 

1970 SEASON 

WHITE MOUNTAIN VACATION HOME STUDY 

Instructions 

1. Please consider each visit to your vacation home, 
whether it be for a day, week, or month, as a 
separate trip. 

2. There are two pages on which to record your 
activities for each trip to the vacation home. 
Use as many spaces as necessary to record your 
outdoor recreation activities. If you need 
more space, just continue on to the next page. 
I have filled out an example on page one which 
may help to explain things a little better. 

3. If you have guests at your vacation home, please 
ask them to include their recreation activities 
in the booklet. 

4. Please be as specific as possible when indicating 
the facility or area visited. Include only those 
activities that take place away from the vacation 
home. 

5. Another booklet and a self-addressed stamped 
envelope will be sent to you at the end of 
each month. Please return the booklet to us 
even if no entries have been made in it during 
the previous month. 

Thank you very much for your cooperation. 

Sincerely 

• Kenneth Czarnowski 
Research Associate 



Leisure Log Record Sheet 

TRIP NO. 

DATE OF ARRIVAL AT VACATION HOME: 

DATE OF DEPARTURE FROM VACATION HOME: 

NUMBER OF FAMILY MEMBERS VISITING THE VACATION HOME: 
ADULTS 
CHILDREN (UNDER 18) 

NUMBER OF GUESTS VISITING VACATION HOME: 
DATE ARRIVED ADULTS 
DATE DEPARTED CHILDREN (UNDER 18) 

PUBLIC RECREATION AREAS VISITED DURING THE ABOVE DATES: 
(Please be as specific as possible. Include only those 
activities engaged in while away from the vacation home.) 

1) AREA OR FACILITY DATE 
(Where did you go?) 

RECREATIONAL ACTIVITY 
(What did you do?) 

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 

FAMILY: ADULTS 

CHILDREN 

2) AREA OR FACILITY 

(Family and Guests) 

GUESTS: ADULTS 
CHILDREN 

DATE 
(Where did you go?) 

RECREATIONAL ACTIVITY 
(What did you do?) 

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 
ADULTS 
CHILDREN 

FAMILY: 

(Family and Guests) 
ADULTS 

GUESTS: 

3) AREA OR FACILITY 

CHILDREN 

DATE 
(Where did you go?) 

RECREATIONAL ACTIVITY 
(What did you do?) 

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 
ADULTS 
CHILDREN 

FAMILY: 

(Family and Guests) 
ADULTS 

GULSfS: C1IILDREN 



4) AREA OR FACILITY 
(Where did you go?) 

DATE 

RECREATIONAL ACTIVITY 
(What did you do?) 

NUMBER OF PARTICIPAiMTS: (Family and Guests) 
CAMTTV ADULTS rucc-rc ADULTS 
FAMILY; CHILDREN GUtSTS: CHILDREN 

5) AREA OR FACILITY DATE 
(Where did you go?) 

RECREATIONAL ACTIVITY 
(What did you do?) 

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: (Family and Guests) 
CAMTIV ADULTS riiccTc ADULTS 
FAMILY: CHILDREN GUESTS: CHILDREN 

6) AREA OR FACILITY _ DATE 
(Where did you go?) 

RECREATIONAL ACTIVITY 
(What did you do?) 

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS 

FAMILY: ADULTS 
CHILDREN 

COMMENTS: 

(Family and Guests) 

GUESTS: ADULTS 
CHILDREN 
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Questionnaire Letter of Transmittal 
First Mailing 

April 17, 1970 

Dear Vacation Home Owner: 

You are being asked to participate in a survey of 
vacation home owners in the White Mountain area conducted by 
the Department of Watershed Management, The University of 
Arizona, in cooperation with the U. S. Forest Service and 
the Fort Apache Indian Tribe. The purpose of the study is 
to measure the impact of the vacation home population on 
the public recreation facilities in the White Mountain area. 
The information obtained will be very useful in planning 
present and future public recreation facilities. 

We would appreciate it if you would fill out and 
return the enclosed questionnaire in the envelope provided. 
You will notice that the questionnaire has an identifying 
number on it. This is necessary because we must account 
for all questionnaires. However, please remember that all 
information will be held in strict confidence. 

We would appreciate any cooperation you can give us. 
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us 
at The University. 

Sincerely, 

/s/ John H. Ehrenreich 
John H. Ehrenreich 
Head of the Department 

/s/ David A. King 
David A. King 
Professor, Forest Economics 

/s/ Kenneth Czarnowski 
Kenneth Czarnowski 
Research Associate 

KC/cg 
Enclosure 
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Questionnaire Letter of Transmittal 
Second Mailing 

May 4, 1970 

Dear Vacation Home Owner: 

A few weeks ago you were asked to participate in a 
survey of vacation home owners in the White Mountain area 
conducted by the Department of Watershed Management, The 
University of Arizona, in cooperation with the U. S. Forest 
Service and the Fort Apache Indian Tribe. The purpose of 
the study is to measure the impact of the vacation home 
population on the public recreation facilities in the White 
Mountain area. The information obtained will be very useful 
in planning present and future public recreation facilities. 

In case you have forgotten to fill out the question
naire or have mislaid it, I have enclosed another question
naire for your use. You will notice that the questionnaire 
has an identifying number on it. This is necessary because 
we must account for all questionnaires. However, please 
remember that all information will be held in strict 
confidence. 

We would appreciate any cooperation you can give us. 
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us 
at The University. Thank you for your help. 

Sincerely, 

/s/ Kenneth Czarnowski 
Kenneth Czarnowski 
Research Associate 

KC/cg 
Enclosure 
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Leisure Log Letter of Transmittal 

May 18, 1970 

Dear Vacation Home Owner: 

Thank you very much for completing the questionnaire 
and returning it to us. Without your help, a study of this 
nature would not be possible. As I mentioned in my earlier 
letter, one of the purposes of the study is to determine the 
impact of vacation home occupants on the public recreation 
facilities. To accomplish this, we must know what types of 
outdoor recreational activities vacation homeowners partici
pate in, what specific public recreation areas or facilities 
are used, and when they are used during the primary recrea
tion season. 

In attempting to answer these questions, I am asking 
for your continued help. Enclosed is a record book or 
"leisure log" in which I would like you to record the 
indicated information about your visits to your vacation 
home during the month of May. In order to obtain informa
tion covering the entire summer, you will be sent a new 
booklet at the end of each month and a stamped, self-
addressed envelope in which to return the previous month's 
booklet. Since vacation homes are occasionally used by 
guests, we are also asking them to record their recreational 
activities in the booklets. Instructions and a completed 
example of the record of a visit are included on the first 
two pages. 

I sincerely hope that the use of the "leisure log" 
will not in any way detract from the enjoyment of your 
vacation home. Please remember that all information will be 
held in strict confidence. If you desire, the booklets will 
be returned to you after the completion of the study. Any 
information you can provide will be greatly appreciated. If 
you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at 
The University. 

Thank you for your help. 

Sincerely, 

/s/ Kenneth Czarnowski 
Kenneth Czarnowski 
Research Associate 

KC/ds 
Encl. 
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Table A-l. White Mountain Recreation Areas and Dates 
Sampled, 1970 

Sampling Strata 

1. Crescent Lake—8/24 
Big Lake—7/11*, 7/15, 8/16* 

2. Luna Lake—7/21, 7/25* 
Greer Lakes—6/27*, 8/31 

**Fools Hollow 
**Woodland Lake 

3. Diamond Rock, Hall, Beaver Dam, and Aspen recreation 
areas—6/30, 7/6, 7/12*, 8/15* 

4. South Fork—7/17, 7/26*, 8/17, 9/6* 

**Sheep's Crossing 

5. **Ro1.f C. Hoyer 
Government Springs—7/5*, 7/9, 7/18*, 9/3 

**Greer Campground 

6. Hawley Lake and Earl Lake—7/14, 7/19*, 7/22, 8/23* 

7. Hurricane Lake—8/29* 
Pacheta Lake 
Drift Fence Lake—8/28, 8/30* 
Reservation Lake—7/23 

8. Bootleg Lake 
Cooley Lake—6/28*, 7/2 
A-l Lake 
Horseshoe Lake—7/8 
Little Bog No. 3—8/22* 

9. McCoy Bridge—7/4*, 8/21 
Ditch Camp—7/3*, 9/1 

10. Diamond Creek #1, #2, #3 (Lower)—8/25, 9/5* 
Diamond Creek #4, #5 (Upper)—9/7* 
Little Diamond Creek 



Table A-l.—Continued 
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Sampling Strata 

North Fork, Robert's Ranch, Pettis Ranch—8/19 
North Fork #1, #2, #3 

* = Weekend day 

** = Unsuitable under present sampling procedure 

Restrictions: 

(a) Each stratum must receive 2 weekend days. 

(b) No area will be sampled on successive days. 

(c) Areas and days will be chosen at random based 
on the above restrictions. 

(d) Days off will be on week days only; they will 
be randomly selected; at least one day off per 
week, but not more than two. 
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Field Sampling Procedure for White Mountain Recreation 
Areas with One Entrance 

Definitions: 

Sampling Unit—A motor vehicle or campsite. 

A picnic site. 

Observational Unit—A visitor; one visit by one person 

to the recreation area during the sample 

day. 

Sample Day—A week day or weekend day chosen at random. 

Sampling will occur between 8:00 a.m. 

and 6:00 p.m. 

We can 'determine the proportion of use which 

originates from the summer home population as follows: 

= Number of summer homeowners and/or guests using 

the area and passing X (obtained from road inter

view) . 

N2 = Number of people camping in the area in the a.m. 

(obtained from a.m. campground interview; license 

number recorded). 

= Total number of people camping in the p.m.; note: 

N^ ̂  (obtained from p.m. campground interview). 

= Any a.m. campers remaining in the p.m. (obtained 

from license number check); note: <_ 

N,- New campers; N̂  - N̂  = N̂  or total p.m. campers 

minus remaining a.m. campers. 
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N- = Number of campers which pass X and do not plan to 
6 

return (obtained from road interview). This also 

verifies N^. 

= Number of non-summer homeowners and/or guests and 

non-campers passing X (obtained from road inter

view) . 

Therefore: 

- N1 
P + N2 + N5 + N? 
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Field Sampling Procedure for White Mountain 
Recreation Areas with Two Entrances 

Definitions: Same as for an area with one entrance. 

Materials: (1) 1 man 

(2) 1 truck for travel and identification 

(3) 1 hand counter 

(4) tally sheets 

(5) 1 stop sign, 1 survey ahead sign 

(6) 1 traffic counter 

We can determine the proportion of use at a recrea

tion area which originates from the summer home population 

in the following way: 

Consider an interviewer stationed at point A using 

a hand counter and tally sheets. A traffic counter is 

placed at point B to record all traffic passing by it. 

The recreation area in question is located somewhere between 

A and B. 

We can identify the movements of users in and out of 

the area as follows: 

= Number of people passing past A and past B and not 

returning (obtained from hand counter and traffic 

counter; only the number of vehicles is counted, 

size of party is estimated from road interviews). 

N2 = People passing past B and interviewed at A 

(obtained from traffic counter and interview). 
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= People passing past A, but not past B and returning 

to A to be interviewed (obtained from hand counter 

and interview; they are asked if they are on a one 

way trip or if they turned around). 

N4 = People entering past B but not passing A and then 

returning past B (recorded twice on the traffic 

counter and computed as a residual). 

= People entering past A and staying overnight 

(recorded on hand counter and verified at p.m. 

campground interview; direction of origin is asked 

and license number noted). 

Ng = People entering past B and not passing A but 

staying overnight (recorded on traffic counter and 

verified at p.m. interview; direction of entrance 

is asked and license number is noted). 

= People who were between A and B at the beginning of 

sample day and did not leave the recreation area 

(obtained from a.m. interview, license number 

recorded). 

Ng = People who were camped-between A and B before the 

sample day began and exited past B during the 

sample day (obtained from a.m. interview—"Do 

you plan to camp here tonight? If not, which way 

will you leave?"). 

NQ = People who were camped between A and B before the 

sample day began and exited past A during the 
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sample day (obtained at road interview; also at 

a.m. campground interview as to decision to camp 

overnight and direction of exit). 

Thus the traffic counter, N^, records in vehicle units 

2N4 + N6 + N8 = NT-

The hand counter, NHC' records in vehicle units + 

N5 = NHC* 

The road interviewer at A, NR, records in vehicle units and 

in number of people/vehicle and includes N0 + N_ + NQ = z j y 

Nr. (Ng is verified at a.m. interview.) 

The a.m. campground interview determines + Ng + = Nam. 

The p.m. campground interview determines N,. = Ng = Npm. 

The quantity = NHC - (N3 + N^)• 

We can determine PA, the proportion of summer home

owners and/or guests which pass A as follows: 

Nc at A 
P, = SH 

A N„ + N_. + N, 

where N0„ = all people included in N_. who originate from a 
bri K 

summer home. When PA has been computed, we assume that 

PA = Pfi. Thus. 

PB " NlNfHf+BNo NSH " B " PB <N1 + N4 + V " 
14 8 



Thus to determine the proportion of use at the area that 

originated from the summer home population, we compute P. 

Nsh at B + Nsh at A 

P = Nx + N2 + N3 + N4 + N5 + Ng + N? - (Ng + Ng) 



APPENDIX B 

RESPONSE DATA 

Table B-l. Number and Per Cent of Questionnaires Accounted 
for by Category of Response 

Category Number Per Cent 

Questionnaires mailed 600 100 .0 

Questionnaires Accounted for: 490 81 .6 

Returned and Usable 389 64 .8 
Non-usable 101 16 .8 
Refused to Participate 39 6 .5 
Have sold Home 43 7 .2 
Returned by Post Office 19 3 .1 

Questionnaires Not Accounted for 110 18 .4 

aExpressed as a percentage of questionnaires 
mailed. 

139 
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Table B-2. Stratification of Public Recreation Areas 
Visited by the Respondents to the Leisure Logs 

Strata Recreation Area 

Forest Service Lakes Distant Crescent Lake 
Big Lake 

Forest Service Lakes Close Mexican Hay Lake 
River Lake 
Show Low Lake 
Pine Lake 
Woodland Reservoir 
Nelson Reservoir 
Scotts Reservoir 
Rainbow Lake 

Forest Service Streams Distant East Fork (Black River) 
Wildcat Point 

Hall Creek 
Sheeps Crossing 
Little Colorado River 

Greer Streams 

Green's Peak 
Mount Baldy 
Escodia Mountain 
Rim Road 

Hawley Lake 
Earl Lake 

Drift Fence Lake 
Tonto Lake 
Pacheta Lake 
Hurricane Lake 
Cyclone Lake 

Wilson Lake 
Shush-be-tou Lake 
Cooley Lake 
Horseshoe Lake 
Bootleg Lake 

Forest Service Streams Close 

Forest Service Picnic Areas 
near Vacation Homes 

Forest Service Land Based 
Recreation Areas 

Indian Summer Homes Area 
(Hawley Lake) 

Indian Lakes Distant 

Indian Lakes Close 

Indian Streams Distant McCoy's Bridge 
Ditch Camp 
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Table B-2.—Continued 

Strata Recreation Area 

Indian Streams Close Robert's Ranch 
Beaver Dams 
Becker Creek 
Pettus Ranch 
Ryan Ranch 
Diamond Creek 

Indian Land Based Recreation 
Areas 

Post Office Canyon 
Kinishba Ruins 
McKay's Peak 



APPENDIX C 

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS AND RESULTS 
STATISTICAL TESTS 
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Table C-l. Comparison of the Age Distribution of the Respondents and Non-
Respondents to the Mail Questionnaire 

Age (Per Cent) 

Land Tenure Class 
< 25 26-35 
yrs yrs 

36-45 
yrs 

46-55 
yrs 

56-65 
yrs 

> 65 
yrs 

Sample 
Size 

Indian Non-Respondent 50.0 50.0 4 

Indian Respondent 1.4 4.2 23.6 26.4 29.2 15.3 72 

Forest Service Non-Respondent 16.6 16.6 50.0 16.6 6 

Forest Service Respondent 2.6 7.9 31.6 21.0 36.8 76 

Private Non-Respondent 19.0 40.0 33.3 6.0 15.0 15 

Private Respondent 4. 4.2 13.7 26.2 35.0 20.8 240 



Table C-2. The Income Distributions of Respondents and Non-Respondents to the 
Mail Questionnaire 

Income (Per Cent) 

Land Tenure Class < $5, 000 

$5,000 
to 

$9,999 

$10,000 
to 

$14,999 

$15,000 
to 

$19,999 

$20,000 
to 

$29,999 > $30,000 
Sample 
Size 

Indian Non-Respondent 50.0 50.0 2 

Indian Respondent 4. 7 17.2 20.3 28.1 18.7 10.9 64 

Forest Service Non-Respondent 66.0 34.0 3 

Forest Service Respondent 14. 5 15.9 24.6 24.6 15.9 4.3 69 

Private Non-Respondent 10.0 20.0 50.0 10.0 10.0 10 

Private Respondent 8. 6 15.6 23.2 17.1 14.2 21.3 211 



Table C-3. The Education Distributions of Respondents and Non-Respondents to the 
Mail Questionnaire 

Education (Per Cent) 

1-8 9-11 12 13-15 16 > 16 Sample 
Land Tenure Class yrs yrs yrs yrs yrs yrs Size 

Indian Non-Respondent 25.0 25.0 50.0 4 

Indian Respondent 2.9 8.8 13.4 25.0 14.7 35.3 68 

Forest Service Non-Respondent 12.5 25.0 50.0 12.5 8 

Forest Service Respondent 4.0 8.0 21.3 25.3 4.0 37.3 75 

Private Non-Respondent 15.3 7.7 7.7 38.4 15.3 15.3 25 

Private Respondent 7.1 7.9 23.4 25.1 12.8 23.4 226 



Table C-4. The Occupation Distributions of the Respondents and Non-Respondents 
to the Mail Questionnaire 

Land Tenure Class 

Private 
Managers, Household 

Professional, Farmers Officials Crafts- and Farm & 

Technical 6 and Farm and Pro- men and Opera- Service Manual Sample 
Kindred Managers prietors Clerical Sales Foremen tives Workers Laborers Size 

Indian Non-
Respondent 25.0 

Indian Respondent 30.9 2 . 8  2 8 . 2  

25.0 25.0 25.0 

4.2 11.3 18.3 2 . 8  1.4 

4 

71 

Forest Service 

Non-Respondent 

Forest Service 
Respondent 

50.0 

32.3 2 . 8  

Private Non-

Respondent 43.0 7.0 

Private Respondent 30.5 10.7 

32.4 

26.7 

19.3 

2.8 15.5 

16.6  

9.9 5.6 4.2 

14.0 22.0 7.0 7.0 

6.3 12.1 17.4 3.6 3.1 1.0 

71 

14 

233 



Table C-5. Comparison of the Age Distributions of the Respondents and Non-
Respondents to the Leisure Logs 

Age in Years 
Sample 

Land Tenure Class < 25 26-35 36-45 46-55 56-65 > 65 Size 

(Number) 

Indian Non-Respondent 1 2 11 11 13 7 45 

Indian Respondent 0 1 6 8 8 4 27 

Forest Service Non-Respondent 0 2 1 19 10 19 51 

Forest Service Respondent 0 0 5 5 6 9 25 

Private Non-Respondent 0 7 27 49 56 37 176 

Private Respondent 0 3 6 14 28 13 64 

2 A x test for independence between respondents and non-respondents for 
each land tenure class resulted in calculated values of .33, 5.0, and 3.31 for 
the Indian, Forest Service, and private land tenure classes, respectively. The 
table value is 7.81 with three degrees of freedom at the 5% level of significance. 
In order to obtain at least five expected observations in at least 80% of the 
cells (Siegel, 1956, p. 46), the age columns 25 to 45 were combined. 



Table C-6. Comparison of the Income Distributions of the Respondents and the Non-
Respondents to the Leisure Logs 

Income 

Land Tenure Class < $5,000 

$5,000 
to 
$9,999 

$10,000 
to 

$14,999 

$15,000 
to 

$19,999 

$20,000 
to 

$29,999 > $30,000 
Sample 
Size 

(Per Cent) 

Indian Non-Respcndent 5.1 12.8 23.0 25.6 20.5 12.8 39 

Indian Respondent 4.0 24.0 16.0 32.0 16.0 8.0 25 

Forest Service Non-Respondent 12.5 16.7 22.9 27.1 16.7 4.2 48 

Forest Service Respondent 19.0 14.3 28.6 19.0 14.3 4.8 21 

Private Non-Respondent 8.6 15.8 22.4 17.8 14.4 21.1 152 

Private Respondent 8.5 15.3 25.4 15.3 13.6 22.0 59 

2 
A x test for independence between respondents and non-respondents for the private land 

tenure class resulted in a calculated value of .41 as compared to the table value of 11.07 with 
five degrees of freedom at the 5% level of significance. Since it was not possible to obtain 
the required number of expected observations in at least 80% of the cells, a X^ test was not run 
for the Indian and Forest Service land tenure classes. 



Table C-7. Comparison of the Education Distributions of the Respondents and the 
Non-Respondents to the Leisure Logs 

Education 

1-8 9-11 12 13-15 16 > 16 Sample 
Land Tenure Class yrs yrs yrs yrs yrs yrs Size 

(Per Cent) 

Indian Non-Respondent 2.4 7.3 12. 2 21. 9 17.1 41. 5 41 

Indian Respondent 3.7 11.1 14. 8 29. 6 11.1 29. 6 27 

Forest Service Non-Respondent 5.5 9.3 20. 3 27. 7 3.7 33. 3 54 

Forest Service Respondent 0.0 4.8 23. 8 19. 0 4.8 47. 6 21 

Private Non-Respondent 7.4 8.6 23. 3 24. 5 14.7 21. 4 163 

Private Respondent 6.3 6.3 23. 8 25. 4 7.9 30. 2 63 

2 A x test for independence between respondents and non-respondents for the 
private land tenure class resulted in a calculated value of 2.51 as compared to a 
table value of 9.49 with four degrees of freedom at the 5% level of significance. 
However, it was necessary to combine columns 1 and 2 to obtain the desired number 
of expected observations per cell (Siegel, 1956, p. 46). Because of the small 
sample size for the Indian and Forest Service land tenure classes, it was not 
possible to run a valid x2 test. 



Table C-8. The Occupation Distributions of Respondents and Non-Respondents to the 
Leisure Logs 

Land Tenure Class 

Private 
Managers, Household 

Professional, Farmers Officials Crafts- and Farm & 
Technical & and Farm and Pro- men and Opera- Service Manual Sample 

Kindred Managers prietors Clerical Sales Foremen tives Workers Laborers Size 

(per cent) 

4.5 25.0 4.5 11.4 18.2 6.8 0.0 0.0 44 

0.0 33.3 3.7 11.1 18.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 27 

Indian Non-
Respondent 29.5 

Indian Respondent 33.3 

Forest Service 

Non-Respondent 25.5 

Forest Service 
Respondent 50.0 

Private Non-

Respondent 29.5 

Private Respondent 28.1 

3.9 

0 . 0  

31.4 

15.0 

3.9 11.8 11.8 11.8 

0.0 25.0 5.0 5.0 

0 . 0  

0 . 0  

0 . 0  

0 . 0  

51 

20 

12.4 16.0 3.6 14.8 18.9 1.2 2.4 1.2 169 

4.7 25.0 12.5 3.1 10.9 9.3 4.7 1.6 64 

2 
Because of the small sample size in all land tenure classes it was not possible to run a valid x test. 



Table C-9. Assessed Valuation3 of the Vacation Home by Land Tenure Class 

Valuation in Dollars 

Land Tenure 
Class 

0 
to 
999 

1,000 
to 

1, 999 

2,000 
to 

3 , 999 

4,000 
to 

5,999 

6,000 
to 

7,999 

8, 000 
to 

9,999 

10,000 
to 

12,499 

12,500 
to 

14,999 

15,000 
to 

17,499 

17,500 
to 

19,999 

Greater 
Than 
20,000 

Sample 
Size 

Indian 45% 37% 11% 4% 1.5% — — 1.5% 73 

Forest Service — — i 0% 30% 14% 9% 2% 1% — — — 72 

Private 1% 5% 94 12. 5% 19% 18% 18% 9% 7% 1% 5% 240 

aFor the 
is included. 

: Indian and Forest Service Land Tenure classes, only the value of the vacation home 

^In Arizona property • is assessed at 18% of the market value. 
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Table C-10. Age of the Head of the Household by Land Tenure 
Class 

Age in Years 
Land Tenure Sample Land Tenure Sample 

Class < 35 36-45 46--55 56-65 66+ Size 

(Number) 

Indian 4 17 19 21 11 72 

Forest Service 2 6 24 16 28 76 

Private 10 33 63 84 50 240 

2 A x test for independence resulted in a calculated 
value of 20.82 as compared to a table value of 15.51 with 
8 degrees of freedom at the 5% level of significance. 



Table C-ll. Total Family Income of Vacation Homeowners by Land Tenure Class 

Income in Dollars 

Land Tenure 
Class < 5,000 

5,000-
9,999 

10,000-
14,999 

15,000-
19,999 

20,000-
29,999 30,000+ 

Sample 
Size 

Indian 3 11 13 18 12 7 64 

Forest Service 10 11 17 17 11 3 69 

Private 18 33 49 36 30 45 211 

2 A x test for independence resulted in a calculated value of 18.91 as 
compared to a table value of 18.31 with 10 degrees of freedom at the 5% level of 
significance. 
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Table C-12. Years of Education of the Head of the Household 
by Land Tenure Class 

Land Tenure 
Class 

Years of Education 
Sample 
Size 

Land Tenure 
Class 1-8 9-11 12 13-15 16 16+ 

Sample 
Size 

Indian 2 6 9 17 10 24 68 

Forest Service 3 6 16 19 3 28 75 

Private 16 18 53 56 29 54 226 

2 A x test for independence resulted in a calculated 
value of 14.09 as compared to a table value of 18.31 with 
10 degrees of freedom at the 5% level of significance. 



Table C-13. Occupation of the Head of the Household by Land Tenure Class 

Private 
Managers, Household 

Professional, Fanners O f f i c i a l s  Crafts and Farm & 
Technical & and Farm and Pro men and Opera Service Manual Sample 

Land Tenure Class Kindred Managers prietors Clerical Sales Foremen tives Workers Laborers Size 

Indian 22 2 20 3 8 13 2 1 0 71 

Forest Service 23 2 19 2 11 7 4 3 0 71 

Private 68 24 43 14 27 39 8 7 3 233 

2 
A X test for independence resulted in a calculated value of 12.72 as compared to a table value of 21.02 

with 12 degrees of freedom at the 5% level of significance. In order to obtain at least five expected observations 

in at least 80% of the cells (Siegel, 1956, p. 46), it was necessary to combine the values of the last three 
columns on the right. 



Table C-14. Primary Reasons for Purchasing a Vacation Home by Land Tenure Class 

Primary Reasons 

Repul

Seclu Finan sion Recrea Recrea Loca

Land sion cial Product from Recrea tion tion tion 

Tenure Natural Anti Retire Vaca Invest Charac other tion Water Land Conven Sample 

Class Amenities Social social ment tions ment teristics Shelter (Golf) Oriented Oriented ience Size 

Indian 35 0 6 2 8 2 2 2 1 11 2 1 72 

Forest 
Service 37 0 5 2 5 3 1 8 0 6 2 5 74 

Private 103 7 16 21 18 11 7 13 9 23 4 6 238 

2 
A X test for independence resulted in a calculated value of 26.39 as compared to a table value of 21.02 with 12 

degrees of freedom at the 5% level of significance. In order to obtain at least five expected observations in at least 

80% of the cells (Siegel, 1956, p. 46), the following columns were combined: Social and Golf, Recreation Water Oriented 
and Recreation Land Oriented and Vacations, Location-Convenience and Repulsion from other Shelter, Financial-Investment 

and Product Characteristics. 
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Table C-15. Typical Number of Days of Use of the Vacation 
Homes by Land Tenure Classa 

Typical Number of Days of Use 

Land Tenure 0- 15- 31- 61- 91- 121- 151- Sample 
Class 14 30 60 90 120 150 180 Size 

Indian 2 6 10 5 1 1 2 27 

Forest Service 2 3 6 8 1 1 1 22 

Private 6 16 21 12 6 2 1 64 

For purposes of comparison, only the vacation 
homeowners who responded to both the questionnaire and the 
leisure logs are included. 

2 A x test for independence resulted in a calculated 
value of 3.8 5 as compared to a table value of 11.07 with 
6 degrees of freedom at the 5% level of significance. In 
order to obtain at least five expected observations in at 
least 80% of the cells (Siegel, 1956, p. 46), the columns 
were combined as follows: 0-30 days, 31-60 days, 61-120 
days, and 121-180 days. 



Table C-16. Actual Days of Use per Month of the Vacation Homes by Land Tenure 
Class in 197 0 

Land Tenure 
Class 

Actual Days of Use 
Sample 
Size 

Land Tenure 
Class May June July August September October 

Sample 
Size 

Indian 132 223 334 253 248 131 27 

Forest Service 59 140 241 237 158 62 22 

Private 215 419 583 686 343 154 64 

2 A x test for independence resulted in a calculated value of 
compared to a table value of 18.31 with 10 degrees of freedom at the 
of significance. 

63.70 as 
5% level 



Table C-17. Number of Indian Vacation Homeowners that have Participated in 
Selected Recreation Activities in the White Mountain Area 

Recreation Activities 

Tine Frame 

Fish

ing 

Boat

ing 

Picnick

ing 

Camp

ing 

Hunt

ing Hiking 

Driving 
for 

Pleasure Exploring 

Golf

ing 

Family 

Outing 

Organized 

Activities 

Riding 

Horses 

Winter 

Sports Other 

Prior to the 

Purchase of 

a Vacation 

Home 50 4 1 21 9 15 2 2 3 1 0 1 2 0 

After the 

Purchase of 

a Vacation 

Hone 5 19 3 0 21 43 6 10 9 6 6 7 9 4 

The sign test showed one decrease out of 14 possible decreases between the number of homeowners participating in 
certain activities prior to the vacation home purchase as compared to after the vacation home purchase. The table values 
for the two tailed sign test (Bradley, 1968, p. 331) is 2 at the 5% level of significance when n = 14. The sample included 

73 respondents. 



Table C-18. Number of Forest Service Vacation Homeowners that have Participated in 
Selected Recreation Activities in the White Mountain Area 

Recreation Activities 

Tine Frame 

Fish

ing 

Boat
ing 

Picnick

ing 

Camp

ing 

Hunt

ing Hiking 

Driving 

for 

Pleasure Exploring 

Golf

ing 

Family 

Outing 

Organized 

Activities 

Riding 

Horses 
Winter 
Sports Other 

Prior to the 
Purchase of 
a Vacation 
Home 64 2 3 20 24 17 6 4 2 0 0 5 0 0 

After the 
Purchase of 
a Vacation 
Home 65 7 10 2 24 27 8 10 6 5 1 11 5 6 

The sign test showed one decrease out of 14 possible decreases between the number of homeowners participating in 

certain activities prior to the vacation home purchase as compared to after the vacation home purchase. The table value 

for the two tailed sign test (Bradley, 1968, p. 331) is 2 at the 5% level of significance when n = 14. The sample included 

76 respondents. 



Table C-19. Number of Private Vacation Homeowners that have Participated in 
Selected Recreation Activities in the White Mountain Area 

Recreation Activities 

Time Frame 
Fish
ing 

Boat
ing 

Picnick
ing 

Camp
ing 

Hunt
ing Hiking 

Driving 

for 
Pleasure Exploring 

Golf
ing 

Family 
Outing 

Organized 
Activities 

Riding 
Horses 

Winter 
Sports Other 

prior to the 

Purchase of 

a Vacation 

Home 194 6 13 53 52 20 20 8 43 0 1 13 5 1 

After the 

Purchase of 

a Vacation 

Home 212 11 24 14 56 28 23 22 82 7 2 23 18 14 

The sign test showed one decrease out of 14 possible decreases between the number of homeowners participating in 

certain activities prior to the vacation home purchase as compared to after the ..vacation home purchase. The table value 

for the two tailed sign test (Bradley, 1968, p. 331) is 2 at the 5% level of significance when n = 14. The sample 

included 240 respondents. 



Table C-20. Number of Indian Vacation Homeowners that have Visited Selected 
White Mountain Recreation Areas 

Forest Service Recreation Areas 

Indian Recreation Areas 

Land 

Lakes Lakes Streams Streams Hawley Based 

Distant Close Distant Close Lake Areas 

Picnic 

Areas 
Near Land 

Lakes Lakes Streams Streams Vacation Based 

Time Frame Distant Close Distant Close Homes Areas 

Prior to the 

Purchase of 

a Vacation 
Home 8113 7 2 200 9 62 

After the 

Purchase of 

a Vacation 
Home 3001 1 6 332 2 29 5 

The sign test showed seven decreases out of 12 possible decreases between the number of homeowners visiting 
areas prior to the vacation home purchase as compared to after the vacation home purchase. The table value for the 
two tailed sign test (Bradley, 1968, p. 331) is 2 at the 5% level of significance when n = 12. The sample included 

73 respondents. 



Table C-21. Number of Forest Service Vacation Homeowners that have Visited 
Selected White Mountain Recreation Areas 

Forest Service Recreation Areas 

Picnic 
Areas 

Near Land 

Lakes Lakes Streams Streams Vacation Based 

Time Frame Distant Close Distant Close Homes Areas 

Indian Recreation Areas 

Land 
Lakes Lakes Streams Streams Hawley Based 

Distant Close Distant Close Lake Areas 

Prior to the 

Purchase of 

a Vacation 
Home 16 967 7 9 342 6 22 

After the 
Purchase of 
a Vacation 

Home 10 10 14 10 3 382 7 66 

The sign test showed five decreases out of 12 possible decreases between the number of homeowners visiting 

areas prior to the vacation home purchase as compared to after the vacation home purchase. The table value for the 

two tailed sign test (Bradley 1968, p. 331) is 2 at the 5% level of significance when n = 12. The sample included 

76 respondents. 



Table C-22. Number of Private Vacation Homeowners that have Visited Selected 
White Mountain Recreation Areas 

Forest Service Recreation Areas 

Picnic 
Areas 

Near Land 

Lakes Lakes Streams Streams Vacation Based 

Time Frame Distant Close Distant Close Homes Areas 

Indian Recreation Areas 

Land 
Lakes Lakes Streams Streams Hawley Based 

Distant Close Distant Close Lake Areas 

Prior to the 
Purchase of 
a Vacation 

Home 47 33 18 12 25 

After the 

Purchase of 

a Vacation 
Home 48 36 8 3 10 

29 17 14 11 22 15 10 

7 16 33 16 31 33 16 

The sign test showed five decreases out of 12 possible decreases between the number of homeowners visiting 

areas prior to the vacation home purchase as compared tq after the vacation home purchase. The table value for the 
two tailed sign test (Bradley, 1968, p. 331) is 2 at the 5% level of significance when n = 12. The sample included 

240 respondents. 
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